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When I wrote my column 
for the Spring edition, and 
labelled it Interesting Times, 
I certainly hoped that by this 
point our lives would be less 
interesting. Maybe now it 
is just boring at times after 
more than five months of 
these challenges associated 
with this pandemic. 

In June, the tragic killing of 
George Floyd set off a series of protests and a national 
conversation about racial injustice and prejudice, with 
so many companies and institutions called upon to do 
better. The stories on an Instagram page, BlackAtRegis, 
certainly make it clear that Regis has much room for 
improvement. 

This summer, we have held Town Hall meetings on race 
at Regis, and those have been both informative and 
challenging. We will have several task forces this school 
year that will thoroughly and systematically examine 
this critical issue, and help us identify concrete areas 
and opportunities for improvement. 

I recently received a letter from an alumnus who 
graduated almost 70 years ago responding to my July 
email on race. He wrote:

In your email you wrote that Regis is “far from 
perfect.” I would agree, but I believe that Regis 
is a far better place today than it was years ago. 
I believe the same can also be said about many 
aspects of our society. However, much more 
undoubtedly needs to be done, both in society, 
and at Regis…

Regis has been far from perfect. I say that 
from my experience as a student in the 40s… 
However, reflecting on my student days at Regis 
and my association as an alumnus, I consider 
Regis to be one of the greatest blessings of 
my life. Although not being perfect, I am 
convinced that Regis has always tried to do 
the right thing. Through the years it has tried 

with passion to live up to its ideals. Although 
Regis has improved through the years, it will 
never be perfect. However, I am convinced that 
Regis, with God’s help, will continue to grow 
better and better. Through the years, I have lost 
confidence in most of the institutions for which, 
during my youth, I had respect. Regis has been 
the one big exception. For me, Regis has been 
an institution to be admired and emulated. 
Regis has changed most everything about itself, 
except its basic ideals. 

Yes, this place is certainly different from when he 
matriculated in the 1940s, and there are some things 
that are better, and some things perhaps not. Our world 
is certainly different on so many levels, and we try to 
thoughtfully reflect and grow as we go along. I think we 
have done a pretty good job of it over the years, and I 
hope and pray that the work we are doing now is also 
progress towards being better tomorrow than we are 
today or were yesterday. 

Our basic ideals have not changed. We didn’t use the 
phrase Men for Others in the 40s as we do today, but 
it was the same idea: train these talented young men to 
use their God-given talents in the service of other people. 
That is our hope and prayer. 

With the pandemic still raging, this will be a strange 
year, and if I could just fast forward it a year, I would 
happily do so. Instead, we will persevere. God only 
knows what it will entail, but certainly grace will 
abound somehow. And we will work to come out of it 
better than today.

Please keep us in your prayers as I remember you 
in mine. 

God bless. 

Daniel K. Lahart, SJ
President

President’s Report

Living up To Our ideals
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The 2019-2020 school year was without 
parallel in so many ways. in the midst 
of significant uncertainty, the 2020 
Annual Fund: Transforming Lives reached 
$9.8 million, a strong result for any 
year, and a remarkable result given the 
circumstances. This is the second largest 
Annual Fund in the school’s history, just 
shy of the $9.9 million mark set in 2018. 
We look forward to sharing a complete 
report in the 2020 Annual Report, which 
will be published this fall. in that report, 
we will formally recognize and thank our 
thousands of supporters. At this time, the 
Office of Development wants to express 
its sincere and significant gratitude for 
the many supporters who contributed to 
last year’s fund and allowed the school 
to meet its operating expenses without 
taking an unbudgeted withdrawal from 
the endowment. Thank you!

Alumni, parents, and friends contributed 
not only through financial support, 
but also through efforts to maintain 
connection and community, despite 
social distancing measures and other 
obstacles. As you will read in these pages, 
some of the most prominent alumni 
of Regis, including Dr. Anthony Fauci 
’58, generously shared their time and 
insight with the graduating seniors in 
the week leading up to graduation. Over 
200 alumni have given of their time and 
insight over the summer during Town 
Halls where Race at Regis has been a 
focus of conversation. Current parents 
have generously offered their time and 
support guiding incoming freshman 
families. And of course faculty and staff 

have been creative and persistent in 
making sure that we pursue our mission 
of academic excellence and forming 
selfless leaders. generosity begets 
gratitude, and we are deeply grateful for 
all of these special and meaningful efforts. 

All in all, the Regis community remains 
exceptionally strong, even as we remain 
physically separated. Many alumni have 
been gathering on Zoom, and the Class 
of 1966 deserves special mention. They 
have been Zooming each weekend 
since the pandemic began — that’s 20+ 
weekends in a row! The crowd varies 
from 20-40 participants, and it is a great 
way to stay connected. if any class would 
like support when connecting on Zoom, 
please write to alumni@regis.org 

As we look ahead to another year beset 
by uncertainty, the Development Office is 
actively planning to continue its work of 
building community and raising critical 
financial resources in support of the 
Regis mission. There are several virtual 
events on the calendar already, including 
Jug Night for all alumni on October 16 
and a reception for Freshman Parents on 
October 14. The Deo et Patriae reception 
will also take on a virtual character, not 
dissimilar from the President’s Dinner 
last May. While we hope to be able to 
hold spring reunions and other events 
in person, we will continue to monitor 
guidelines and restrictions from the 
appropriate authorities, and we will keep 
everyone informed as plans evolve. 

The Office of Development

The spirit of generosity Continues

Regis Polls 
Alumni Parents
In April, the Development Office fielded 
a questionnaire among Regis parents 
from the classes of 2010 to 2020 with 
the goal of better understanding the 
ways in which this group might be 
interested in connecting with the school 
and with each other.  A total of 226 
parents completed the survey, which 
covered a range of topics.

Following are some highlights from the 
responses, more detail of which will 
be shared with alumni parents in the 
coming weeks and months:

•	 Nearly 70% expressed a strong 
interest in becoming more connected 
to what is currently going on at Regis, 
while 63% were very interested in 
becoming more connected to their 
fellow alumni parents.

•	 From a list of possible events and 
activities, parents showed the most 
interest in a lecture series, alumni 
parent Masses and meals, community 
service, and social events (e.g., wine 
tasting, class “reunions”).

•	 Although awareness of Regis’ Ignatian 
Parent Program was low (26%), 
many expressed interest in attending 
lectures, spiritual meetings, and 
retreats led by this group.

•	 The Regis Magazine remains the 
primary way in which alumni parents 
stay connected to the school and 
responses indicated a desire on the 
part of this group to see more alumni 
profiles, teacher profiles, and stories 
about student service projects. 
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Regis Begins School 
Year in Remote 
Instruction
On Friday, August 7, Regis High school 
shared its plan to safely and effectively 
operate for the 2020-21 academic year in the 
midst of the ongoing COViD-19 pandemic. 
in a letter to students and parents, Rev. Daniel 
K. Lahart, sJ, announced that Regis would 
begin the year in remote instruction and 
hopefully transition to a hybrid in-person 
model after the midpoint of the first trimester.

Fr. Lahart, who has relied upon the advice 
of Dr. Anthony Fauci ’58 throughout the 
pandemic, wrote that the decision on whether 
to return to Regis’ historic building on Monday, 
October 19 using this hybrid model would be 
announced by October 1. To read Regis’ full 
Reopening Plan, please visit news.regis.org. 

News & Notes For expanded coverage of these and other news stories, visit news.regis.org

REACH Program Thrives in Virtual Setting

The COViD-19 pandemic created the most unusual and perhaps most challenging 
summer in the history of the ReACH Program. Normally, the devoted team of 
ReACH administrators and faculty and ReACH’s hardworking students depart for the 
university of scranton in early July for three intense weeks of classes, formation, and 
fun followed by another three weeks commuting each day to Regis. This summer, the 
public health risks made in-person instruction impossible. 

instead, ReACH persevered with ReACH @ Zoom, an entirely virtual summer session 
that sought to replicate all of the most critical aspects of the usual experience. The 
program was defined by the dedication and tenacity of ReACH students, whose 
schedules stretched from 8:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. on most days. by the end of the six 
weeks, those involved agreed that despite the unprecedented challenges, the summer 
was a success. 

“i’ve taken all the habits that i learned in the classroom to ReACH @ Zoom, but it’s 
just a tad different because sitting over the computer screen seeing my mates over 
Zoom, it’s not the same as being with them in person,” one ReACH student said 
during a panel discussion about ReACH @ Zoom that is available at news.regis.org. 

“but overall i still continue to cherish and love ReACH no matter where it’s from, and 
it will always be one of the greatest things i have in my life.”

A number of faculty and staff members left 
Regis this past academic year to pursue other 
professional opportunities. We are so grateful 
for their dedicated service.

With Gratitude to 
Departing Faculty 
& Staff

Mr. Andrew Kent 
Theology DeparTmenT 
 5 years

Mr. Vincent Catapano ’96 
alumni DirecTor 
12 years

Ms. Victoria Cerrone 
school nurse 
3 years

Mr. Esteban Angeles ’15 
alumnus menTor 
1 year

Mr. Evan Chyriwski ’13 
aDmissions associaTe 
1 year 

Mr. Thomas Tyson ’15  
alumnus menTor 
1 year
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Ms. Molly Cesarz Receives 
Hannon Award

“Colloquia Aestiva” Zooms 
Regis Latin to New Heights

How do you say “refrigerator” in Latin? That’s not a word found 
in Cicero or Caesar’s writings, but it is an essential vocabulary 
word for speaking Latin. Knowing that the “amarium frigidarium” 
keeps food cold may not raise a student’s Latin grade, but it does 
make for a more enjoyable, and more complete, understanding 
of the language. Latin teacher Mr. David bonagura ’99 decided to 
hold “Colloquia Aestiva,” or “summer Conversations,” for Regis 
Latin students via Zoom for the four Mondays in June in order 
to facilitate this broader experience of the Latin language, with a 
special emphasis on helping students to speak Latin.

The format of the sessions was modeled after the active Latin 
seminars that Mr. bonagura has participated in the last several 
years. students encountered new vocabulary that is essential 
for everyday life: greetings, telling time, and housewares. Then 
students would, either in pairs or as a full group, engage in 
exercises that required them to use the new vocabulary in a 
creative manner. For the June colloquia, such exercises included 
writing a scene for the movies The Jungle book and The grinch, 
describing the physical characteristics of Hercules, and stating 
what one does upon rising from bed.

The colloquia also spent time reading Latin related to the two 
liturgical solemnities celebrated this June: Corpus Christi, for 
which they sang the beautiful hymn “Lauda sion” that was 
composed by st. Thomas Aquinas; and the celebration of sts. Peter 
and Paul, for which students read in Latin Jesus’ entrusting Peter 
with the keys to the kingdom of heaven, and then narrated in Latin 
Perugino’s famous sistine Chapel painting of this event.

William Liao ’22 summed up the communal goal of the Colloquia 
in the midst of challenging times quite well. “We begin each Latin 
class with the following quote from Virgil: 'Forsan et haec olim 
meminisse iuvabit' ('A joy it will be one day, perhaps, to remember 
even this'). This pandemic will end one day, and i will remember 
the things that have bound us as Regians during these challenging 
times. Latin summer Zoom meetings were a great way for us to 
come together to learn and have fun.”

in May, during the virtual spring Academic Convocation, 
Ms. Molly Cesarz, a long-time member of Regis’ Language 
Department, was honored with the Patricia Hannon ignatian 
educator Award.

Named in honor of the late Mrs. Patricia Hannon — who not 
only shared her knowledge and passion for chemistry with 
countless students over her 23-year career, but also touched 
just as many hearts in the process — the ignatian educator 
Award recognizes a faculty member whose dedication to his or 
her students fosters a learning environment that is the model 
of ignatian pedagogy.

in announcing this year’s recipient, Regis Principal Fr. 
Anthony D. Andreassi, CO, praised Ms. Cesarz for her “long, 
generous, and quiet service of our school and our students.” He 
touted her success in the classroom as well as her commitment 
to her students that is often on display after school in the 
Language Resource Center, where she is sometimes joined by 
her sons, who attend saint ignatius Loyola school across the 
street from Regis. 

“As an ignatian educator, she is a sincere Catholic who like st. 
ignatius Loyola himself gives her best effort as a teacher and as 
a mother to the greater glory of god,” Fr. Andreassi said. “And 
also like st. ignatius, she possesses a genuine humility in that 
she never seeks credit for herself, preferring instead to put 
others first.”

That same humility was reflected in Ms. Cesarz’s response to 
receiving the award. 

“i am honored even to have been considered for the Patti 
Hannon ignatian educator Award, but i must say that i have 
been more educated than educator, as i am the one who has 
learned so much from my students and been so enriched by 
the entire Regis community!” she said. “i am grateful for the 
blessing of Regis in my life.”  
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Colin Jost ’00 Promotes the REACH Program on 
The Tonight Show

Saturday Night Live star Colin Jost ’00 appeared 
on The Tonight show starring Jimmy Fallon on 
Tuesday, July 14 to discuss his new memoir, A 
Very Punchable Face. During the show, Jost also 
spoke passionately about the ReACH Program.

“it’s basically a boot camp from 5th grade 
to 8th grade for kids who are economically 
disadvantaged from all the boroughs of New 
York, and it helps get them extra training 
and help intensively in the summer and also 
throughout the school year to basically bridge 
the gap that exists for a lot of kids in New York,” 
Jost explained to host Jimmy Fallon. “it’s super 
effective. so many of the kids get into great high 
schools, great colleges, have great careers, and 
they just do such a good job.”

Throughout the COViD-19 pandemic, The 
Tonight show has invited its guests to discuss 
organizations they feel passionately about and 
encourage viewers to make contributions to 
these causes. Jost, a head writer and co-anchor of 
Weekend update on Saturday Night Live, chose to 
highlight ReACH, which has opened doors and 
changed trajectories for hundreds of Catholic 
boys from New York families with financial need 
since its founding in 2002.

You can watch Jost’s appearance and his praise for 
ReACH at news.regis.org. 

Regis Rep Releases Virtual Performance
in the early weeks of 2020—what now 
feels like a lifetime ago—The Regis 
Repertory gathered together to begin 
working on and rehearsing its spring 
musical, a production of the musical 
comedy The 25th Annual Putnam 
County Spelling Bee. The musical tells 
the story of an annual spelling bee 
set in a Putnam Valley Middle school 
and a cast of quirky kids vying for a 
spelling bee title under the direction 
of a likewise idiosyncratic collection 
of adults.

As with many other school-related 
activities, the global pandemic threw 
a proverbial wrench into the Regis 

Rep’s plans and they were forced, 
with heavy hearts, to suspend and 
ultimately cancel the production. in 
the weeks that followed, the talented 
cast—by now experts in the world of 
Zoom—gathered together to perform 
and record a song from Spelling 
Bee with the intention of sharing 
this performance with the Regis 
community at large. This collaborative 
effort is a testament to the talent, 
tenacity, and unwavering passion of the 
young men and women who comprise 
The Regis Repertory.

To watch their performance, please 
visit news.regis.org.
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Mr. Eric McGrEGor

Mr. eric Mcgregor, Regis High school’s longtime 
building superintendent, passed away on July 
4, 2020. Mr. Mcgregor, who had been battling 
health problems in recent months, suffered a 
stroke while in the hospital. He was 54.

For the past two decades, Mr. Mcgregor oversaw 
and maintained Regis High school’s landmark 
building. He managed the school’s Maintenance 
staff and was a friend to many current and 
former faculty and staff members.

“it’s difficult to imagine life at Regis without 
eric,” Fr. Lahart said. “His careful, expert 
stewardship kept our building fully operational 
and beautiful. His kindness and keen sense 
of humor will be sorely missed by Regis staff, 
students, parents, and alumni alike. i ask the 
Regis community to join me in praying for the 
Mcgregor family.”

This spring, Mr. Mcgregor celebrated his 20th 
anniversary working at Regis. The 2020 edition 
of the Regian, the school’s yearbook, marked this 
milestone with a brief appreciation of his service 
written by Vice President for Operations Mr. 
Joseph Amatrucola.

“every school day, before most members of our 
community have even opened their eyes, one 
staff member has already arrived at the school 

building, turned on the lights, checked the boiler, 
and executed a one-man fire drill (yes, he sets off 
the fire alarm every morning to ensure its proper 
operation),” the yearbook passage begins. “These 
are but a mere few of the numerous behind-
the-scenes tasks completed by our building 
superintendent, Mr. eric Mcgregor, as he works 
to keep the physical plant in tip-top shape. 
Throughout the year he can be found doing 
everything from fixing furniture and painting 
walls to monitoring equipment and ensuring 
compliance with local safety regulations. in 
addition, for 20 years he has supervised the 
maintenance staff that works diligently to keep 
our building clean and orderly. As the weather 
gets warmer and most head away from Regis, 
Mr. Mcgregor kicks into high gear serving as the 
foreman for all summer construction projects, 
including the most recent renovations to the 
lecture hall, locker room, cafeteria, and upgraded 
classrooms. Though he would certainly prefer 
to simply fade into the background and not 
have any attention brought to his significant 
contributions in service of the students, faculty 
and staff, we would be remiss to not recognize 
Mr. Mcgregor on this milestone in his career at 
Regis. Thank you!”

Mr. Mcgregor, a native of ireland, is survived by 
his wife, Kathleen, and their daughter, shannen. 
in lieu of flowers, the family asks that donations 
be made to the American Lung Association.

In Memoriam
Two beloved members of the Regis High School staff passed away this summer. With deep 
appreciation for their decades of service to Regis, we remember them here. Please join the 
Regis family in praying for the Jaworski and McGregor families. 

Mr. AndrzEj jAworski

Mr. Andrzej Jaworski, a longtime member of Regis 
High school’s Maintenance staff, passed away on 
June 10 at the age of 64. He had been admitted to 
the hospital days earlier due to an illness. 

“Andrzej’s strong work ethic and kind, gentle nature 
will be sorely missed by so many of us at Regis,” 
Regis President Daniel K Lahart, sJ, said. “Please 
join me in praying for the repose of Andrzej’s soul 
and for the comfort of his family and friends.”

A native of Poland, Mr. Jaworski joined the Regis 
staff in 2002. He is remembered by his colleagues 
past and present, as well as many Regis students and 
alumni, for his quiet warmth and acts of kindness. 

Mr. Jaworski is survived by his wife, Danuta, and 
their son, bartosz. The Jaworski family asked that 
anyone wishing to make a memorial donation 
in Andrzej’s honor consider a contribution to 
the The American society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals. 
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ignatian spirituality

The Fourth Day

By Fr. A.J. Rizzo, SJ 
Director of Mission and Identity

At its core, what we mean when we say 
that we believe in a triune god — Father, 
son, and spirit — is that we believe 
in love. Ours is a god who loves us so 
much he created us as god the Father. 
Ours is a god who loves us so much he 
became one of us as god the son. And 
ours is a god who loves us so much that 
god remains with us as god the Holy 
spirit, abiding with us and continuing in 
astonishing ways god’s creation. 

The unity that we see in the Trinity — a 
community of persons who even in 
their difference are so in love with each 
other that they are undivided — is the 
unity amidst our differences, which we 
are created for and invited into. it’s what 
our families should look like. it’s what 
our Church should look like. it’s what 
our nation should look like. it’s what our 
world should look like. And this is an 
experience we know deep in our bones: 
that we are created for love, for unity, for 
communion. How do we know that? 
because we know how right that feeling 
of connection is. And how meaningful 
and joyful and just full it is when we 
experience it. There are glimpses of the 
perfection of this love all around us if we 
pay attention. 

before i knew how to articulate this, i 
saw god as love present in my parents 

— My Dad, a Philly police officer, and 
my Mom, a 4th grade social studies 
teacher — in the way that they looked at 
each other and the way that they looked 
at their six children. There are clues all 
around us pointing toward this unity. 

Wherever there is love between human 
beings, god is present. god is the energy, 
the force that binds us. And in the love 
we have for one another, we make god 
manifest in the world. 

As our country reels from the murders 
of george Floyd, Ahmaud Arbery, and 
breonna Taylor, what i just described 
sounds like a Hallmark card — too 
good to be true. And that is because we 
are invited to live our lives in love, to 
participate in the life of god. We have 
a choice. And the sad truth is that all of 
us sometimes choose not to. sometimes 
we get it wrong in obvious ways — 
perhaps through some blatant action 
we take against a sister or a brother. We 
consciously choose not to live in this 
love, to disconnect ourselves, or worse 
to disconnect someone else from the 
community. but sometimes missing the 
mark can be much more insidious.

And when it comes to the issue of race 
and systemic racism in the united states, 
i believe this is more often than not the 
case. i believe all people of good will 
would cringe at the idea of choking 
another person, leaning on their neck 
until they expire. but if my experience 
as a white man, an educator, and a Jesuit 
priest has taught me anything, it has 
taught me that apathy — doing nothing 
in the face of injustice — is far more 
common than active hatred toward 
people who don’t look like me. it is far 
more common and far more difficult to 
root out. 

Here’s what we know: black people are 
three times as likely to be killed by a 
police officer as white people. because 

we believe that god is unity in difference, 
we believe that this is our responsibility. 

Here’s what we know: For every $100 
of wealth held by white families, black 
families hold $5.04 in the united states. 
because we believe that god is unity 
in difference, we believe that this is 
our responsibility. 

Here’s what we know: george Floyd was 
held down for 8 minutes and 46 seconds, 
fighting for breath, crying for his mother. 
because we believe that god is unity 
in difference, we believe that this is our 
responsibility. Ours together. When we 
fail to speak out and act, we become a 
part of the problem. 

This is not a partisan argument i’m 
making. i’m not writing as a politician, 
but as a person of faith speaking to a 
community of faith. Our identity as 
Catholics, as humans, calls us to fight 
against the sin of racism that pervades 
our society. As Pope Francis said, “We 
cannot tolerate or turn a blind eye to 
racism and exclusion in any form and 
yet claim to defend the sacredness of 
every human life.” The sin of racism runs 
contrary to everything we believe about 
the sanctity of life.

it’s challenging. it’s where the rubber hits 
the road in being a Man for Others. This 
fight against injustice is the point of the 
Catholic and Jesuit education we offer 
in these hallowed walls because injustice 
stands in the way of unity in difference — 
of god among us. We consider the rights 
of the whole community as important as 
our own well being because we belong 
to each other. We are called to unity 

Unity in Difference
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in difference. And, students, we want 
you to be really smart not as an end in 
itself but because we want you to use 
your smarts to recognize these insidious 
injustices in our midst — the ones that 
unfairly hinder black people and other 
communities of color — and we want 
you to fight against these injustices with 
all of your being. 

To the black members of our Regis 
community, especially our current 
students, i want to say that we, the faculty, 
staff, and administration on 84th street, 
see you. Your lives matter period, and 
they matter to us. We stand with you in 
solidarity and as allies. We want to fight 
to protect you. For the times when we’ve 
gotten it wrong, for times that you’ve 
felt less than under our care, we are 
sorry. You deserve better. i can promise 
you we are already brainstorming how 
to be and do better in our curriculum, 
in our formation programming, and in 
opportunities for your voices to be heard. 

To all of our students, i want to say that 
we are committed to continuing this 
conversation, one we’ve already begun 

truly with you and finding a way forward 
together. As Fr. bryan Massingale told us 
this spring, the Jesuit Magis is a sense of 
dissatisfaction with the status quo. We 
are always searching for what is greater — 
that which is beyond us. We have a lot of 
work to do, and we will do it together. 

To the white members of our Regis 
family, it is incumbent upon us to 
recognize and actively seek to dismantle 
these unjust social structures, our 
own privilege. This may seem like an 
impossible task, but it begins with 
everyday actions. Make an effort to really 
know someone of a different race, to 
listen to their story, to walk in their shoes. 
use the gifts that you have been given to 
offer people on the margins opportunity. 
Connect to organizations that are 
working to make equal rights and equal 
justice for black Americans a reality, like 
New Yorkers united for Justice or the 
Vera institute of Justice. Add your voices 
to theirs and vice versa. i urge us all to 
use our voices to stand up to people in 
our spheres of influence who speak out 
against equality, even when they do 
it unknowingly. 

something that gives me great peace 
amidst this turmoil is the idea that the 
Holy spirit, the third person of the 
Trinity who Jesus sent upon his apostles, 
is as present among us today as on that 
first Pentecost. We have been given the 
Holy spirit as our advocate. And the Holy 
spirit is given to us in the form of breath 

— the breath which Jesus breathed on his 
disciples and which george Floyd was 
so tragically and horrifically robbed of. 
That breath of god still moves among 
us whenever love and connection and 
unity are to be found, especially unity 
in difference. it is the point of our lives 
as humans to seek out those pockets of 
unity and connection and to break down 
barriers so that everyone is valued and 
welcomed and safe. 

That’s the Catholic story, and i’m sticking 
to it. so let’s get to work.

This article was adapted from a homily 
Fr. Rizzo delivered on June 6, 2020 during 
a vigil Mass for the Solemnity of the Holy 
Spirit. The Mass, which was broadcast live 
from the Regis chapel, can be viewed in its 
entirety at regis.org/livestream
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in the midst of a global 
pandemic that has 
disproportionately affected 
minority communities, 

the murder of george Floyd on May 
25 ignited a national conversation 
about racism in the united states. That 
conversation continues at Regis, where 
identifying, understanding, and fighting 
against racism will be a focal point of the 
2020-21 academic year for students and 
faculty alike. 

During Regis’ virtual graduation 
ceremony on June 6, board of Trustees 
Chairman Anthony DiNovi ’80 called 
on the Regis community to commit to a 
thorough process of self-examination and 
self-improvement.  

“Regis must be better, and we will 
be,” DiNovi said. “We will do our very 
best to lead on these topics, to support 
and protect our black students and all 
students of color, and to encourage the 
dialogue and education necessary as the 
first step.” 

DiNovi said this important work  
needed to begin immediately, and the 
Regis administration spent much of 
the summer listening to and learning  
from its alumni and students. The  
@blackatRegis instagram account, where 

anonymous Regians past and present have 
shared stories of the discrimination they 
experienced at the school, has underscored 
the urgency of the need to improve. 

“These terrible anecdotes must become 
a thing of the past,” Regis President 
Daniel K. Lahart, sJ, said in a July letter 
to all Regis alumni. “All of us at Regis are 
determined to create a safer environment 
for our current and future black students 
and other Regians of color.” 

in the letter, Fr. Lahart announced that 
this fall Regis would convene a steering 
committee of administrators, alumni, 
trustees, and other members of the 
Regis family to thoroughly examine 
this important issue. This committee, 
chaired by Regis Director of Mission 
and identity Fr. A.J. Rizzo, sJ, will 
ultimately recommend to the board 
of Trustees concrete steps the school 
can take to prevent and combat racism 
within its community and prepare its 
graduates to leave Regis fully equipped 
to live up to and live out its ideals. The 
steering committee will be supported 
by a number of task forces made up of 
additional members of the Regis family 
examining specific aspects of the school. 

in his July letter, Fr. Lahart invited 
all Regis graduates to participate in 

this effort in two critical ways. He 
asked alumni to take a survey on their 
experiences with race at the school. 
The survey results will aid the steering 
committee and task forces in their work. 
Regis also hosted three virtual Town 
Halls on race for alumni during July, 
August, and september, providing an 
open forum for graduates to reflect on 
their experiences, listen to one another, 
and make recommendations to 
school administrators. 

At the end of the final Town Hall, DiNovi 
echoed his comments from graduation 
and assured the alumni assembled over 
Zoom that this effort to eliminate racism 
at Regis would be the board of Trustees’ 
highest priority during this academic 
year. it’s a priority he shares with Fr. 
Lahart, Regis Principal Fr. Anthony 
Andreassi, CO, and the rest of the faculty 
and staff. 

“While we are proud of our school and 
the service-minded Catholic men it 
produces, Regis is far from perfect,” Fr. 
Lahart said. “To comprehensively and 
continually prevent and address racism 
and prejudice within our community, 
we need to do more and do better. With 
the help of so many members of our 
community, i am confident that we will.”

Fighting
Racism

at Regis
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Dr. Anthony Fauci ’58 is not very available 
for lunch dates these days. At the helm 
of the country’s response to COViD-19, 
Regis’ most famous alumnus has a packed 
schedule. but on June 1, 2020, in the 
middle of the day, he got together with 
128 New York City teenagers.  

“i wouldn’t miss this or not do it for 
anything, regardless of how busy i am,” 
Dr. Fauci told the Regis High school 
Class of 2020 as they spent 35 minutes 
together over Zoom. Fauci answered 
questions, first from Michael Kuharski 
’20, the graduating senior chosen to lead 
the conversation, and then from several 
classmates, on everything from his work 
fighting COViD-19 and AiDs to his 
days on the Regis basketball court and 
the sandlots of brooklyn. Fauci ended 
the conversation by pulling out a Regis 
facemask sent to him by an alumnus 
parent and proudly putting it on in front 
of the group. it was an experience the 
students won’t forget. 

“i think at the critical juncture where 
i and my classmates now stand in our 
lives, possessing a great foundational 
education but soon tasked with 
discerning what we want to advance 
our god-given gifts in service of, 
admirable leaders on TV screens fuel 
our aspirations for who we dream to 
become,” Kuharski said when asked 
to reflect on the conversation. “in the 

current crisis, no other 
leader seems to inspire our 
generation in this way quite 
like Dr. Anthony Fauci, with 
his objective, honest guidance, 
something increasingly 
rare in our polarized world. 
Remarkably, through the love 
of the one institution that 
binds all Regians together, i 
along with my peers had the 
unique opportunity to discuss in 
a relaxed, relatable conversation 
with this incredible individual, 
and there is something profound 
about that deeply personal 
experience that shifts the focus 
from what we can dream of 
becoming to what we can become as 
Regis graduates.”  

Dr. Fauci wasn’t alone in his 
commitment to celebrating the Class 
of 2020. seniors saw the end of their 
Regis careers permanently altered in 
March when Regis transitioned to 
remote instruction. The necessary public 
health measures instituted in response 
to the pandemic took away many of the 
traditional rites of passage for graduating 
Regians, from the prom at the st. Regis 
Hotel to graduation in the Church 
of st. ignatius Loyola. Determined to 
make this time meaningful in spite of 
these challenges, the Regis faculty and 
staff and alumni, families, and friends 

rallied around the class to create many 
memorable moments in the final days of 
their time as Regis students. 

Dr. Fauci’s virtual visit, held on the 
Monday prior to the June 6 graduation, 
was the first in a series of conversations 
with notable Regis graduates that 
week. The program was the brainchild 
of Francis barth ’20, the president of 
student government, who asked the 
Regis administration for help in lining 
up an interesting graduate to meet with 
his classmates each day. in addition to 
Dr. Fauci, former WeWork co-CeO Artie 
Minson ’88, esPN host Pablo Torre ’03, 
Assistant united states Attorney Martin 
bell ’99, and former Regis Dean of 
students Kyle Mullins ’05 reflected on 

Celebrating 

the Class of 2020

the regis family 
rallied around the 
Class of 2020 as 
their time at the 
school came to an 
end in the middle of 
a global pandemic. 
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Regis and doled out advice to the class 
over Zoom. A different senior led each 
conversation and called on classmates to 
pose questions directly to their guests. 

similar lessons came up each day. 
The alumni spoke with reverence 
about the lasting impact Regis has 
had on their lives and urged the 
graduates to appreciate the school 
and their classmates.

“i say often, and i don’t say it just for 
effect, that of all the educational and 
other academic experiences that i’ve had 
in my now rather long career, there’s no 
doubt in my mind that my experience at 
Regis High school stands out a cut above 
everything else,” Dr. Fauci said. “One of 
the things that is of interest is that when 
you’re going through it, you don’t really 
fully realize the impact it’s having on you.” 

The importance of directing 
your talents toward the 
common good was emphasized 
multiple times, with bell 
urging the graduates to 
consider making “some 
chapter of your life one in 
which you can experience 
real public service.” The 
value of their shared Regis 
connection and the calling 
alumni feel to assist 
other Regians also was 
highlighted. “My assistant 
always knows that the one 
group of people who can 
always get on my calendar 
is when someone calls 
from Regis,” Minson said.

several of the school’s 
traditional end-of-
year dinners, all of 
which were held 
virtually this year and 
saluted in special 
ways graduating 
seniors, also featured 
appearances 

by inspiring and 
interesting alumni and friends. Chris 
Wierzbicki ’83, a teacher who in the 
early days of the pandemic organized 
and led an effort to manufacture and 
distribute facemasks for hospital workers 
and others in need of them, spoke at 
the Catalyst Dinner. Saturday Night Live 
star Colin Jost ’00 headlined the virtual 
Hearn Dinner, which also featured 
appearances from a number of alumni, 
alumni parents, and friends of the 
school. And New York Yankees Manager 
Aaron boone answered questions 
from Regis athletes during the virtual 
Athletics Dinner.

“These are times that are difficult but 
also help prepare you for inevitable gut 
punches you’re going to get throughout 
your life,” boone said. “Hopefully we 
all will be a little bit better for going 
through this challenging time.”

The week concluded with a virtual 
baccalaureate Prayer service followed by 

virtual graduation on saturday, June 6. 
The ceremony, which was pre-recorded 
from the Regis chapel and broadcast via 
regis.org/livestream, included another 
appearance from Dr. Fauci along with 
remarks from Regis President Rev. Daniel 
K. Lahart, sJ, Principal Rev. Anthony 
D. Andreassi, CO, board of Trustees 
Chairman Anthony DiNovi ’80, Director 
of Mission and identity Rev. A.J. Rizzo, 
sJ, and History Department member Rev. 
Arthur C. bender, sJ, ’67. 

During his remarks, Fr. Lahart cited the 
special bond he shares with the class, 
whose freshman year coincided with 
his first year as president. He urged the 
graduates to embrace the ignatian values 
of gratitude and generosity.

“One thing doesn’t change with 
graduation or with time: No matter 
what or where, you are always called to 
be a Man for Others and to remember 
that to whom much is given much is 
expected,” he said. 

Fr. Lahart thanked the Class of 2020 
for the myriad ways in which they 
shaped the Regis community. The 128 
young men whose formal time at Regis 
ended with the school’s first-ever virtual 
graduation have permanently touched 
their alma mater and, of course,  
one another. 

“All of us share a bond that transcends 
the computer screens in front of us, or 
even the interactions we could have had 
at prom or graduation,” Jack Clyne ’20, 
who was chosen by his classmates to 
speak on their behalf at graduation, said 
during his remarks. “so, remember the 
things that make Regis great. The hard 
work required that caused us all to learn 
to persevere. The individuals, traditions, 
and humor that made Regis a truly fun 
place to be. And, most importantly,  
the brotherhood.” 

Full recordings of Regis’ Graduation and end-
of-year events, as well as selected clips from 
the alumni conversations with the Class of 
2020, can be viewed at regis.org.

Celebrating 

the Class of 2020
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American University 
Donato Di Bari

Bates college 
colin Thoman

Bentley University  
Jeremiah alago

Binghamton University 
Theodore Brita 
patrick Buff 
matthew gomez  
elbys gonzalez

Boston college 
Joseph guzzo 
matthew Virtudes 
Daniel Whang 

Boston University 
Thomas lawton 

Brown University 
michael Kuharski Jr. 
henry lee 
nathanael perez 
Fengyuan Wang

carnegie Mellon University 
rafael rivera 

christendom college 
Kevin Farley

claremont Mckenna 
michael gadinis 

college of the Holy cross 
Brendon alvarez 
cullen macDonnell 
Blake sheridan  
Timothy smalls

college of william and Mary 
Bartholomew Kaminski  
Daniel mcarthur

columbia University 
Zsolt marka 
patrick puma 
ciro salcedo 
David Vazquez-ortega

columbia University and 
Trinity college dublin 
Balthazar sheehan

cornell University  
christian Bertomo 
charles Brush 
marc Foley 
luke hartigan 
Derek sanchez 
Javier Vega 

dartmouth college 
Justin King 
Devin Kruse

duke University 
Brian lee

Emory University 
stefano Derossi 

Franklin and Marshall college 
evan madden

Fordham University 
aaron adviento 
owen Byrne 
andy cuzco 
Dramane Doumbia 
michael early  
Joshua gilbert  
gregory guzman 
matthew hayes 
sebastian lee  
peter monteleone 
christopher murray 
paul o’connell 
christopher owen 
andrew rachek 
alan Ventura 

Georgetown University 
Timothy Brennan 
marcos caballero 
alex cha 
John clyne 
eric Fava-pastilha 
Joseph manfredi 
Brendan Quill

Georgia Teach 
James molz

Hamilton college 
James gallagher 
eric moss

Harvard University 
michael mantello  

Hunter college 
alejandro scacalossi

johns Hopkins University 
John D’cruz

Lafayette college 
ian Duffy 

Loyola University Maryland 
sean mcmahon

Middlebury college 
charles Doyle 

new York University 
edward Delatorre  
Johnny robinson

northeastern University 
Joshua antony 
adam Deangelo 
luke Demarco 
nicolas Fernandez  
harrison Kim  
christopher pocchia

Pennsylvania state University 
Bernard Kramarchuk 
paul sabini

Princeton University 
Francis Barth 
cole presten 
erik roll

Purdue University 
John roberti 

rensselaer Polytechnic institute 
alexander Brush 
Bryan aviles Velasco

rice University 
colin Freeman 

sophie davis/cUnY school of 
Medicine 
Felix lam

st. Andrews University (Uk) 
Jake lillis

stanford University 
matias ysidro Benitez

stevens institute of Technology 
Jacob agbata 

sUnY Maritime 
Brandon Balsamo

sUnY stonybrook 
an nguyen

swarthmore college 
shane ross

Tufts University 
gordon liao

United states Marine Merchant 
Academy 
Keith Destaebler 

United states Military Academy 
eugene lee

University of Alabama 
robert mark

University of california, Berkley 
spencer eastep

University of california, santa 
Barbara 
sean haran

University of cambridge (Uk) 
liam mcclain

University of chicago 
noel mcgrory 
Thomas rogers

University of connecticut 
colman Tokar

University of Michigan 
ethan graber 

University of notre dame 
John Berkery 
ryan Birney  
William Kim 
nathan Kucinski 
Jack mchenry 
peter murray  
Dylan o’Donoghue

University of Pennsylvania 
rafael Foncillas

University of Pittsburgh 
Francis Talty

University of southern california 
matthew chen

University of Virginia 
Jack penney

Vanderbilt University 
Jefferson guaman  
Justin luckner  
Timothy schachner 

Villanova University 
christian Khoury  
craig newton 
conor o’malley

Virginia Military institute 
maximillian Bradley

williams college 
chan lee 
obi nwako 
Justin piccininni

Yale University 
cameron greene

CLAss OF 2020

College Destinations
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Prowlings
1945
Bill o’Brien, bill_jobrien@yahoo.com

1946
roman chapelsky, chapelrn@
verizon.net

1948
Joseph Breen, yof1798@yahoo.com

1949
Frank cryan, ftcryan@aol.com

greetings to all my classmates of 
‘49. i’m going to make a feeble 
attempt to fill the shoes of the late 
Andy Hernon. after regis, i pursued 
an education in mathematics and 
had a 44-year career as an applied 
mathematician. i spent 15 years 
in the air Force, (5 active duty, 5 
ready reserve, 5 standby reserve). 
i worked on programs for the air 
Force, navy, army, coast guard, 
Faa, lockheed aircraft corp, Boeing 
aircraft corp, and in-house projects. 
i was able to work alongside some 
outstanding engineers in my career. 
i am happy to report that my 
youngest daughter is cancer free 
since her surgery, radiation, and 
chemotherapy three years ago. she 
also claims no permanent damage 
from her head first fall from a step 
ladder last fall. my eldest daughter 
is overwhelmed working at home 
to schedule the classes for over 
six hundred students and forty 
some professors during the next 
semester at princeton university. 
she will manage it with her usual 
professionalism. it’s all in the 
myriad details and the ten hour 
work days. please send me news 
about yourself. Howie Gould sent 
this message: “i retired in 1999 as 
professor emeritus in the Dept of 
radiology, univ of Tennessee. We 
moved to a lake in south carolina. 
in 2013, my wife was showing early 
signs of dementia. We decided to 
move close to one of the children, 
and moved to glen allen, Va a 
suburb of richmond. in 2017 we 
moved to a continuing care Facility 
in midlothian, Va, also a suburb of 
richmond. physically we are doing 
oK, ‘still above ground and taking 
nourishment.’” Bob “Finley” Byrnes 
reports: “my wife and i are fine, 
thank god. my youngest daughter 

who works in a nursing facility, had 
the virus and recovered, received 
a congratulatory letter from gov. 
cuomo for her extraordinary work at 
her facility. hope to see you one of 
these days at hurley’s when times 
become normal again.” ‘sodium 
joe’ Mulqueen reports that, in 
retirement, he “helps out at saint 
mary’s parish, long island city, 
and acts as Defender of the Bond 
for the Tribunal of the Brooklyn 
Diocese. also, i am looking forward 
to hearing about when we shall have 
our mini reunion. i’ll be there with 
mask and gloves.” warren roth 
reports: “recently, my wife and i 
have been working to raise money 
for two schools run by african 
Benedictine sisters in Tanzania. 
Tanzania is where my wife and i met. 
We are presently working on a grant 
application for $100,000 to build a 
convent for one of the schools. The 
schools are for girls because they are 
undereducated in Tanzania and all 
over africa.” joe steady and ralph 
Baron each sent their regards to all 
their classmates.

1950
Bill allingham, allingb2@yahoo.com; 

mike o’connor, 
mjaoconnor@gmail.com

Larry Mckearney reports that 
he recently welcomed his 8th and 
9th great-grandchildren into the 
family. congratulations! after a 
short stay in the hospital, Bill 
Allingham has been transferred to 
a rehabilitation center for several 
weeks of therapy. get well soon, 
Bill. Kay and Mike o’connor advise 
that they are expecting the arrival of 
great-grandchild number 2 in early 
september. don Hinfey writes: “We 
are struggling with the virus problem 
here (ghana). The main problem 
would be any heavy pressure on the 
hospital system here. if extended, 
such pressure could cause big 
problems. The people are, as usual, 
coping. so far, we have been healthy 
in our community. my concern right 
now is whether the authorities will 
allow the opening of universities and 
seminaries. The last semester was a 
washout. We are facing what others 
are facing elsewhere. my best to all. 
stay healthy.” 

1951
Donal mccarthey, 
finbarrhimself@gmail.com

1952
Jerry Kappes, jrkappes@optimum.net

on may 16, we had our annual 
lunch via Zoom, thanks to tech-
master Bob Baron, and including 
john Amabile, Larry Boland, ginny 
and Harry deMaio, Mike Hayes, 
jerry kappes, Ed kelly, Joan and Al 
kenneke, john kissane, maureen 
and Frank neeson, Tom o’Toole, 
john Peloso. on June 16, we shared 
some memories of our graduation, 
1952. Larry Boland remembers: “it 
was a joyous day/evening, but i 
nearly missed the ceremony. having 
started my first day at a summer job, 
i missed the rehearsal, when we 
were told to wear a white shirt. But i 
showed up wearing a yellow dress 
shirt. Fr. Burke scolded me and said 
without a white shirt i was forbidden 
onstage. Fortunately, my father was 
in the audience with a white shirt on. 
so, we did a fast swap, and i was 
permitted to participate in the 
ceremony. Quite a close call.” Mike 
Hayes writes on this June 16th: “16 
June 1962 was my wedding day, and 
tonight, my three children and 11 
grandchildren are ‘zooming’ 
together to celebrate a virtual 
graduation from archbishop 
spaulding high school (near 

Baltimore). at my age, i need all 
these same-day events to keep from 
forgetting one of them.” Bill 
dougherty reminisces: 
“graduations can provide memories 
from many angles. larry B’s father 
was the Dad of The moment––great 
Dad. i guess Father Tom thought 
that the rest of us would be jealous 
if larry got to wear a yellow shirt for 
graduation and we didn’t. (only 
kidding! Just using some Jesuit 
logic.) The guest speaker at my son 
Brian’s graduation at the university 
of south carolina was Bill cosby, 
who, at the time, was a favorite, 
funny, and clever TV actor. he was 
memorable. he is memorable now, 
but not for the same reasons. 
graduations for my stepsons, 
steven and David lee, were held 
outdoors at ‘The cistern’ of The 
college of charleston on mother’s 
Day, during different years. Tuxes 
and white shirts for the gentlemen, 
ballroom gowns for the ladies––a 
tradition at The college since it was 
founded. David was awarded a ph.D. 
in electrical engineering by the 
university of Texas, and also was 
married on the same day. That is a 
hard-to-forget association of events. 
The guest speaker for my princeton 
graduation ceremony in 1963 was 
robert mcnamara, the former 
organizer of the Whiz Kids and 
president of Ford motors, and the 
then secretary of Defense for JFK––

The new logo for The casebooks of octavius Bear, a series of books written by 
harry Demaio ’52.
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impressive. Then the Vietnam War 
spun out of control. The longest 
graduation ceremony ever attended 
was that of my grandson owen at 
the university of Tennessee. guest 
speakers for the various schools and 
programs. several thousand 
undergraduates and graduates. 
every one of them walked and was 
awarded a diploma––long day. The 
best graduation i ever attended was 
that of my grandson gabriel. Two 
hours of entertainment by the 
graduating students of the school of 
the arts, a high school in n. 
charleston, s.c. long-hair music by 
the orchestra, other music by the 
band. gabriel did the French horn in 
each group. Dance, acting skits, 
singing––exhibitions of skills 
learned. Quite a special and 
memorable night. and recently the 
2020 virtual graduation from the 
school of The arts, nashville, Tenn., 
of my granddaughter, sara Frances 
Dougherty––memorable.” Ted 
McAniff read about the regis virtual 
graduation and reported on June 7: 
“We are all fine and well, and i 
gather that the distance learning is 
going well despite all the gloom 
about schools and the internet. our 
granddaughter, ally, just graduated 
from the naval academy and left 
Thursday for Quantico as a newly 
minted marine second lieutenant. 
From there, she goes to a special 
school and then directly to the 
marine cyber Warfare command. 
Jane and i shall celebrate our 60th on 
June 11 and continue to ‘deteriorate 
right on schedule.’ Thank god, the 
schedule is well shorter than it 
might be. We hope you and yours 
are likewise blessed.” Gerry Loftus 
reports: “The good news is that 
there have been no virus incidents 
on riderwood’s campus here since 
may 27. We are still, however, on 
‘house arrest’––also known as 
‘involuntary confinement’ since 
march 17. i have cancelled my 
annual trip to cape cod at the end 
of July. a similar trip to the cape 
after labor Day is out of the 
question also. i don’t believe that a 
vaccine will be available until early 
2021 and vaccinations 
(300,000,000+) will take who knows 
how many months. hopefully, i will 
be able to deal with the ‘new 
normal,’ whatever that will be. stay 
safe and keep your mask on.” Leon 
sculti writes: “rereading the Wall 
Street Journal article about dr. 

Anthony Fauci ’58 (3/30/20) ‘The 
point guard They called Fauch,’ put 
me in mind of a team my Queens 
friends and i formed during our high 
school years. myself and three other 
similarly vertically challenged players 
named the team, appropriately, The 
Dwarfs. We were there mostly to 
have fun, and to make the other 
teams feel great. We each chose 
Dwarf names, and mine was 
‘sleepy,’ no doubt due to my four-
hour round-trip daily commute from 
southeast Queens to regis and 
three-hour homework requirement. 
We were best known for our full-
court game. one basket was in a 
local sandlot, and the other was four 
blocks away in the driveway at 
‘Bashful’s’ house. play was relatively 
slow, but i think the ‘Fauch’ would 
be proud of us, as We sure are 
oF him!” Tom o’Toole reports: 
“Weeks before the Dallas lockdown, 
i reviewed WSJ reporter John 
carreyou’s book Bad Blood for wife 
Jane’s two book clubs. The book 
details the silicon Valley billion-
dollar blood-testing fraud. The 
lockdown has forced cancellation of 
the final session of a six-session 
course i was co-teaching on mental 
illness. We covered the session with 
email materials to our group of 
some 20 participants. in santa Fe, 
n.m., our usual summer home, all 
performing arts and major events 
were canceled. We decided to stay 
and ride things out here in Dallas. 
so far, so good.” publication news 
from author Harry deMaio: “The 
casebooks of octavius Bear keep 
chugging on. Book 11, The Wurst 
Case Scenario, is now in bookstores; 
Book 12, The Nut Case, comes out in 
october; and Book 13, A Case of 
Déjà Vu, is slated for Winter. a new 
series logo is now appearing on 
T-shirts, cups, and accessories.” 
Lew Bowlby happily announces the 
birth of his newest and ninth great-
grandchild: “her name is estrella 
olafson. she was born earlier in July 
and resides with her parents, anders 
and adriana olafson, in madison, 
maine. in my volunteer work for the 
local railroad (srrl), i restored a 
historic crossing sign that was in 
poor condition by tracing over and 
painting in the original ghost 
lettering.” john Amabile reports: 
“on July 24, we moved to macon, 
ga, into a continuing life 
community. our new address: 5300 
Zebulon road, gh 21, macon, ga. 

31210. Thus, a new chapter in our 
life. please rememBer To VoTe 
in noVemBer.” Larry Boland 
writes: “in the summer of 1952, i 
visited the u.s. military academy at 
West point, where one of our own 
had started his army career as a 
plebe. i had not started college yet, 
but john keutmann was already in 
uniform, enrolled in classes, part of 
the ‘long gray line.’ now 68 years 
later, i find his counsel on our sorry 
politics to be fresh and insightful, 
coming from one who has put his 
life on the line for the freedoms we 
enjoy. i think reagan said loss of 
Freedom is only one generation 
away––antifa, Blm, green new 
Deal, Wuhan Virus, electoral college 
repeal, loss of Borders, china as 
supplier of tools, motors, 
generators, machinery, electronics, 
pharmaceuticals, textiles, 
computers. The ‘Wuhan Virus’ 
showed us we can’t even supply 
paper masks for ourselves. lenin 
was wrong; china will sell us the 
rope with which we’ll hang 
ourselves. our ‘leaders,’ political 
and industrial, have blundered. i 
pray we voters see the danger and 
react.” From Al kenneke: “like most 
everybody our age, we are in our 
coViD cocoon, lovingly maintained 
by our daughters who hug-less 
deliver groceries and meds as 
needed. Joan gets her exercise by 
shuttling between her reading and 
typing chairs, while i continue my 
park restoration work across the 
street. We try to keep track of our 
increasingly dystopian world 
through non-corporate media––Joan 
through magazines like The nation 
and in These Times, and i via 
internet sources like Democracy 
now, consortium news, and The 
intercept. Joan recently finished (and 
recommends) The power 
Worshippers by Katherine stewart 
about the influence of religious 
fundamentalists on u.s. politics. 
The national catholic reporter 
informs us about our catholic 
version of that influence in the likes 
of the Francis-antagonist clique. The 
power of the moneyed elite here and 
abroad continues to drive our world 
toward ever-increasing inequality, 
militarism, and planetary 
destruction. We r-52ers are among 
those who most gained from the 
progressive reforms of the new Deal 
and the post-WW2 boom, but look 
at what our grandkids have been left 

to deal with. We have watched for a 
half-century while such as the Koch 
brothers have been funding 
university ‘research’ to come up with 
anti-democratic narratives that are 
pushed by alec into state 
legislation and by americans For 
prosperity into corporate media. The 
Trump administration is a reflection 
of what they have succeeded in 
producing. since Bernie was again 
cut off at the knees by the Dnc 
power structure (as jack Magan 
predicted), i spend time with 
youTube thinkers on how 
progressive values might yet find 
purchase in the wider american 
consciousness. hope all are safe 
and well. peace, love, and prayers to 
all.” at regis graduations, the 
robert Tomasulo award is 
presented for excellence in computer 
science. our late classmate Bob 
Tomasulo, with degrees from 
manhattan college and syracuse 
university, worked in the 
poughkeepsie Development lab for 
iBm, as did Larry Boland. he 
recounts: “Bob worked developing 
the logic for the arithmetic units 
where he implemented his ideas for 
‘out of sequence execution,’ 
preserving the correct sequence of 
programmed instruction steps. The 
philosophy resulted in a hardware 
(circuits) unit that contained extra 
buffers and detection of instruction 
and data dependencies and could 
perform arithmetic functions out of 
sequence while maintaining 
program-sequence integrity. The 
goal of superior performance, even 
at the cost of significant additional 
hardware was deemed appropriate 
for the model 91 market. The 
Tomasulo algorithm became even 
more valuable in subsequent years 
once ‘cache memory’ became 
popular, because ‘cache misses,’ 
which cause long delays while next 
level memory fetches are awaited, 
makes out-of-sequence processing 
attractive, even if complicated. later, 
Bob was recruited by an iBm 
competitor/startup, which offered 
him stock options that made him a 
millionaire. i believe that he donated 
$2.5 million to regis for a 
scholarship named for his parents. 
an older brother, Vincent ’48, also 
attended regis.” 

1953
Thomas hickey, 
tjhickey2@gmail.com
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news-wise, this last quarter seems 
to have been the quietest our class 
has experienced in a long while. 
nonetheless we haven’t been 
overly restrained in expressing 
opinions (and sometimes facts) 
about what’s going on around us. 
The constant threat of coViD-19 
and the stabilizing influence of 
our brother alumnus, Anthony 
Fauci ’58 (is a nobel medal in the 
offing?); the upcoming presidential 
election; the presence of racism in 
american society have all been the 
fodder of email exchanges — some 
more heated than others — among 
our classmates. participants have 
included Fred Gluck, Bob Golden, 
jim (FL) McGuire, ron Tobin, joe 
Barbosa, Bruce McAllister, George 
Bouvet, denis woods, Ed jentz, 
john cannon, Vic Figurelli, and 
the undersigned. even the late 
jim shea’s wife, phyllis, chipped 
in with some political humor. my 
apologies to any contributors l have 
not credited. Fortunately this is not 
the 18th century or gloves might 
have been thrown and differences 
of opinion taken to the heights of 
Weehawken for settlement. sally-
ann and jim whelan are in the 
process of “right sizing”. according 
to Jim, their new home is not in a 
senior housing community. Wish 
them well! Jim’s phone number 
is 585-755-0340. ron Tobin writes, 
“my book, l’aventure racinienne: 
un parcours franco-américain, was 
published by the large paris house, 
l’harmattan, on July 15, 2020. That 
is, on the day after Bastille Day 
when all the French will be leaving 
town for vacation with a copy of 
marie-claire as their only summer 
reading.” Vic Figurelli emailed an 
update: “as i noted in the spring 
prowlings, plans to open a day care 
facility in georgetown TX for those 
with early-to mid-stage dementia 
are on hold because our foundation 
partners suspended capital 
expenditure grants and focused 
funding on helping established 
nonprofits maintain operations. so 
in the interim, our organization, 
a gift of Time, is developing a 
number of programs for those with 
dementia and their caregivers that 
are delivered virtually in english and 
spanish. it looks like that will be our 
operating model for the foreseeable 
future. i don’t know if you’re allowed 
to publish website urls, but if 
you are, agiftoftimegeorgetown.

org is the address of our website, 
which has information about our 
programs. other than that, life in 
sun city, Texas, a community for 
active retirement living, is not so 
active with most facilities closed.” 
Gerry karg reached us at the last 
minute. he is still involved with 
habitat for humanity and writes, 
“habitat was basically shut down 
for three months. at the end of 
June, turning out for workdays at 
last seemed viable. The number of 
people working has been strictly 
limited to avoid crowding. We wear 
masks and try for six-foot distancing 
(not always practical). so far no 
one has contracted the virus, thank 
god. all is well on the home front.” 
Tom Hickey’s granddaughter, miki 
lainovic, will soon begin her mBa 
studies at stanford Business school. 
please, everyone, keep those masks 
on, keep safe, and stay connected. 
if you should change any of your 
contact info, please update your 
entry in the regis alumni directory 
and let me know via email or text 
message.

1954
Jack conroy, jmconroy1@aol.com

Ed Malloy reports that, after a 
very pleasant February vacation in 
Florida, iris and he have shut down 
during the virus. “We see our two 
kids and their two grandchildren 
and my nurse once a week, and the 
neighbors. occasional friends from 
the Foreign service call but they are 
mostly shut down, and live out of 
town. Pat Lee called from Toronto 
to say his book is being published. 
it’s a brilliant philosophical piece on 
the environment in history unlike 
anything you have ever read, not 
only deep but funny too.” annelisae 
and Bill renard have been in 
assisted living since July 1. Due 
to the virus they too are confined 
to the facility for the time being, 
except for doctors’ appointments. 
“We cannot have visitors, but do 
have low-impact exercise classes, 
movies, and card games. The food 
and service are very good, with 
weekly wine socials or sparkling 
cider for those who don’t drink. With 
prayerful regards to all. Bill renard.” 
sam Milana reports: “i’m oK. my 
balance is returning but i could use 
a bit more stamina to suit me. Did 
you ever think we’d make it to our 
ninth decade? i can still remember 
rgis almost day for day. god bless 

you and all of ‘54. Keep in touch 
noble hearts.” Tom Finnegan who is 
recovering from heart surgery is very 
worried about his granddaughter 
and asks for our prayers. “my 
granddaughter is still very sick and 
in need of many prayers. she is a 
student at the high school in Fl 
where the Valentine’s Day shooting 
took place. shots were fired into 
her classroom, and eight of the 
students who died were friends of 
hers. i think they were all freshmen, 
as she was. it seems that she has 
been suffering from pTsD, which 
has destroyed her immune system, 
and left her unprotected from any 
viruses that come her way. her first 
problems involved her sinuses. For 
over two years, now, she has had 
to have her sinuses scraped every 
week to remove the threat to them 
from the viruses. This is done in a 
hospital in miami, over an hour’s 
drive from her home, and is bloody 
and extremely painful. in addition, 
she has been attacked by the mrsa 
virus and several others, including 
Weggener’s virus, and another virus 
that her doctor hasn’t heard of since 
med school. she is currently in a 
great deal of pain, especially in her 
face, eyes and ears. her mother, my 
daughter maryjo, expects that, when 
she goes for the sinus treatment 
tomorrow, they will keep her in the 
hospital. please continue to pray for 
maura and maryjo.” enjoy the rest 
of the summer and please keep in 
touch.

1955
John morriss, 
jmorris11@optonline.net

Editor’s note: Due to an editing 
error, the Prowlings submitted for 
this class for our previous issue were 
not included in print. They appear 
below followed by the most recent 
submissions. We apologize for the 
error. a thousand thanks and much 
gratitude to dr. Anthony Fauci ’58, 
for his preeminent role in dealing 
with the coronavirus-covid-19. also 
for his preeminent role in dealing 
with the aiDs crisis in the 1990s. 
he has been a medical doctor 
for 50 years. he graduated from 
the college of the holy cross and 
the Weill cornell medical school. 
Weill cornell says that he was the 
best attending physician they ever 
had. his daily explanations to the 
public of medical and scientific 
material have been brilliant, concise, 

specific, and reassuring. Tony was 
a freshman at regis, when we 
were seniors. he studied latin and 
greek and probably had some of 
our teachers, like steve Duffy, sJ, 
(greek), Bob clancy (French), Joe 
Quintavalle (latin), James J. Daly 
(latin), cy egan (economics), et 
al. he no doubt was influenced by 
the ancient rhetoricians, “rederre 
audientes attentos, dociles, et 
benevelos!” The class of 1955 
produced 9 medical doctors, 
a unique record (never met or 
surpassed!) in the 106-year history of 
regis, and unlikely ever to be met or 
surpassed in the future. one of our 
classmates, Vincent Manganiello, 
Md/Phd, served for over 40 years 
at nih and was in contact with 
Tony Fauci. Vinny was a biology 
health specialist at nih, where he 
was a change agent and a difference 
maker in the field of public health. 
at regis (latin and greek), Vinny 
was a brilliant student whom we all 
admired and tried to emulate. he 
also had a marvelous and subtle 
sense of humor, which was greatly 
appreciated and much enjoyed. rip. 
Fr. Harry Burke has served for 42 
years at cardinal hayes high school 
in The Bronx, as a priest, teacher, 
and counsellor. he has affected the 
lives and careers of thousands of 
cardinal hayes students, some 90+ 
percent of whom attend college. 
Deepest condolences on the passing 
of john Mcdonnell, jr., who passed 
away on march 1, 2020, in Fort 
myers, Fla. Jack graduated from 
manhattan college (Bs/engineering) 
and from the rensselaer polytechnic 
institute (ms/engineering). he 
served for two years in the air Force 
during which he trained as a pilot 
and designed satellite systems for 
the national security agency. in 
the Washington area, he started 
a company selling technology 
peripherals and ran an executive 
airline service. in 1976, he was 
named director of technology 
and telecommunications for the 
national commission on electronic 
Fund Transfers, a now-defunct 
federal body to keep congress 
up to date on developments in 
the industry. in 1990, he started 
Transaction network services 
and served as chief executive as it 
grew to include banks, Wall street 
firms, and telephone companies 
as clients. in 1999, the company 
was sold for $720 million in cash 
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and stocks. Jack was known as a 
telecom entrepreneur and a “star 
of the internet.” he was a leading 
lobbyist for the telecom-hardware 
industry. he served on the board 
of the shakespeare Theatre and 
marymount university in arlington, 
Va. The american ireland Fund 
honored him for helping support 
the development of religiously 
integrated schools in northern 
ireland. he also was a prolific 
corporate investor and advisor. 
he was listed among the “World-
ranked golfers.” Jack was the son 
of irish immigrants and grew up 
in Woodside, Queens. The first 
time you met Jack, you clicked, 
and the click remained forever. in 
the 106-year history of regis he 
was among the most generous 
benefactors. he believed and bled 
regis. For decades he offered a full, 
four-year scholarship to any regian 
who would major in engineering at 
manhattan college. he had a house 
in ireland and was an advisor to 
Bertie ahearn, the prime minister 
of ireland. he had over 100 cousins 
in ireland. he continued to pilot 
his own private, personal plane into 
his senior years. he had a home 
in mclean, Va., next door to that 
of sen.Ted Kennedy. he loved to 
drive his car down his driveway 
with a Bush sticker on the back of 
his car! The mcDonnell home was 
most welcoming to regis Jesuits 
who were visiting alums in the area. 
Kindness and generosity were Jack’s 
middle name! Jack was an impact 
player and a difference maker 
who saw around corners and over 
the horizon. he was “Sui generis; 
Crème de la crème; Ne plus ultra.” 
man of great insight, imagination, 
inspiration. great wit, great charm. 
great irish tenor voice. When he 
walked into a room, he lit up the 
place. in a word Jack was Jack! rip. 
We thank George royall profusely 
for alerting us to Jack’s passing and 
to the obituary in the Washington 
Post. For decades, george has been 
a major communications specialist 
in the Washington area. his younger 
brother was the freshman roommate 
of Tony Fauci’s ’58 at holy cross. 
george sends his best wishes to 
all our classmates. after sending 
Dr. Fauci an appreciative email, 
john Morriss received this reply: 
“many thanks for your kind note. 
it is much appreciated, and it was 
great to hear from you. i remember 

well as the captain of the Freshman 
basketball team at the time watching 
every home game and most away 
games of the varsity during your 
senior year. i still remember the 
great performances of Bill Brennan. 
small world with having Vinny 
Manganiello here at nih for 40 
years. i hope that you are well and 
staying safe during these difficult 
times. Warm regards, Tony.”

1956
paul lennon, paultlennon@
optonline.net

Ed Moran has shared news of his 
move to the deep south: “Well, 
in the space of three months 
we bought a house virtually in 
charleston, sc; sold our house 
virtually in montclair, nJ; moved 
over 50 years of nJ memories with 
the help of our two daughters, 
and my wife sonnie got a new hip. 
seeking the pandemic boredom 
that i’ve heard so much about 
these days.” chuck wertalik writes: 
“paul, the only thing i can think of 
is the (Very) recent death of regis 
philbin. our local rag had a lengthy 
writeup about him, including a 
thinly-veiled reference to regis...his 
father went there and then named 
his first-born son after his (and our) 
alma mater. guess he’s the most 
noteworthy alum of the school, even 
surpassing Tony Fauci ’58????”

1957
packy lawler, pjjal@verizon.net

Pat ryan has been sheltering in 
place on Fordham’s rose hill 
campus, which is lovelier than 
ever this year. he teaches a course 
every fall to undergraduates on 
islamic political Thought, and he 
has been redoing the notes for 
students, which have doubled in 
size and are now over 90,000 words 
long—a textbook he will share with 
them. joe Vaira reports that his 
granddaughter Katie Vaira, about 
whom we’ve heard over the last 
four years, has graduated summa 
cum laude from san Diego state 
university. congratulations to her 
and her proud grandfather. Fred 
Brown has done some detective 
work online, and made contact with 
three classmates who have stayed 
somewhat incognito over the years: 
don Bindler and our twins Tony and 
joe Mancini. Don stays active in 
the real estate business on shelter 

island, Tony is the chair of the 
Journalism Department at Brooklyn 
college, and Joe is a consultant to 
the nyc pBa. Thanks, Fred, and to 
Don, Tony, and Joe for sharing your 
current news with us. even non-TV 
people like me are probably aware 
that regis philbin died recently. joe 
Vaira was aware that his full name 
was regis Francis Xavier philbin, 
and that philbin said (while he was 
alive) that he was named for the 
high school his father attended in 
nyc. Joe’s question was whether 
it was his first or middle name 
that had the connection. james 
kennedy, ’02, supplied the following 
information from philbin’s obituary 
in the catholic news: “he was 
named in part for Jesuit missionary 
st. Francis Xavier. But his unusual 
first name came from regis catholic 
high school in new york. ‘in the 
1920s, my father was asked to leave 
regis high school in manhattan 
during his sophomore year. it was a 
catholic school, and he had gotten 
into a fight with a priest or a brother. 
years later, he was so sorry about 
what had happened that he and my 
mother named me regis when i was 
born,’ he told the Wall Street Journal 
in 2016.” Thanks to joe Vaira for 
the inquiry. The timing of this story 
means that his father was probably 
at regis at the same time as john 
j. Lawler ’26, father of john P. ’51, 
Traug ’54, and Packy. We never 
heard this tidbit before now, though.

1958
michael napoliello, 
mjnapoliello@comcast.net

carlos Arnaldo writes: “i find that 
schools here in the philippines are 
going crazy—opening a school 
year with online teaching...” From 
john Friia: “Because of coViD, my 
daughter Brianna had to modify 
her wedding plans. The ceremony, 
with only the immediate family 
in attendance, will be held as 
scheduled on october 2nd, but the 
reception is being postponed to 
next year. currently, as president 
of the suffolk classical society, 
my days are occupied tutoring 
a number of our membership’s 
students on-line as their Magistri 
are overloaded with their Zoom 
classes.” daniel Marshall writes: 
“By the way, in my opinion, the 
latest, just-published ‘big book’ on 
the subject of the talk given last 

year by jack Forrest and his wife is 
Eat for Life, by Joel Fuhrman, mD. 
in this modern world, with what 
we know, it is intolerable that the 
state of american health should 
be so wretched, even aside from 
coViD, with epidemics of obesity 
and systemic disease, most of which 
are preventable and reversible. i 
remember JFK, semi-invalid that he 
was, introducing the push for fitness 
with images of the Kennedy family 
playing touch football and sailing, 
and reports that he favored the 
canadian air Force fitness program. 
We need such leaders today who 
will in modern terms show the 
same boldness in teaching america 
how to become healthy.” From jim 
Moran: “i am officially retired from 
private practice as of today. it sure 
feels weird not to have to make 
rounds or worry about phone calls. 
We were planning on traveling a 
lot this year but will have to wait 
until a vaccine is available. We are 
all so proud of Tony Fauci here in 
california.”

1959
leo Tymon, lftymon@msn.com

George Hay experienced the 
challenge of teaching his two large 
cornell classes remotely during 
the last 3 months of the spring 
semester. “The Fall looks much 
more complicated with most 
classes being some combination 
of live and online to preserve social 
distancing in the limited-capacity 
classrooms and to accommodate 
our many foreign students who may 
not be able to return to campus. 
With all that said, ithaca has been a 
remarkably pleasant place to spend 
the lockdown. With the students 
gone, the incidence of the virus 
has been quite low, stores have 
been fully stocked, and important 
activities like golf have continued 
uninterrupted.” an update from jim 
Bonnell: “here in puerto rico we 
remain under curfew from 2200-
0500; stores closed on sunday; bars 
close at 1900; and the usual mask 
and distance restrictions; ponce 
airport still closed. But, on the 
positive side: down to an average of 
six small (under 4.0) quakes a day; 
thanks to Fema partially fixing our 
electric grid, we have had no power 
outages since December 2019; 
and daily water; having survived 
hurricane maria, cat V, we are 
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well prepared for this season. on 
the Very positive side: my eighth 
grandchild was born 5 July, and first 
great grandchild due on 26 sep.”

1960
Ken Bailie, kfbailie@yahoo.com

Bill Brandt says that he “retired 
from the active Diaconate in april 
and my wife and i left alabama for 
milton, Florida. now, we may have 
the time to visit our children and 
grandchildren, scattered as they 
are from the Big apple to the state 
of Washington and a few places 
in between. unfortunately, driving 
seems to be the best way, seeing 
what coViD-19 has done to the 
airline business. i hope to see some 
of you at our 60th.” john werwaiss 
has filed plans to build a 22-story 
luxury rental multifamily building 
at 8 court square in long island 
city. This will be the first of several 
similar residential projects in long 
island city where he has previously 
concentrated on commercial 
developments. his son, john ’91, is 
leading this initiative.

1961
Dave eitelbach, 
deitelbach@gmail.com

sadly, we have two losses to report. 
Bill Eng wrote: “i don’t have any 
good news, only a personal loss. 
sue, my wife of nearly 55 years, 
passed away on July 2nd, from 
complications following an 
emergency abdominal surgery in 
early march. Due to the coronavirus 
pandemic, hospital visits were not 
allowed, so i was only able to use 
FaceTime to try to look in on her. 
There was a very brief period during 
her hospitalization when she 
seemed to be improving, but the 
underlying sepsis which eventually 
took her, was too virulent for her 
compromised immune system. sue 
had undergone a kidney transplant 
in 2003 and had been battling 
recurring infections in recent years. 
my two adult children, two of my 
grandchildren from nJ, and i were 
allowed to be with her in her final 
days. plans for a family memorial in 
Brooklyn, ny are on hold until new 
york state relaxes its coViD-19 
restrictions on large gatherings.” joe 
Graziano wrote to let everyone know 
that Bob Astorino has passed away 
on June 25th. “Fr. Bob astorino m.m 
was a maryknoll priest for 50 years, 

serving much of his time as a 
missionary in hong Kong. Bob and i 
not only attended regis, but were 
also together for nine years at 
maryknoll college, and major 
seminary in ossining, ny. We were 
ordained together in 1970. in 1971, 
Bob was assigned to hong Kong, 
while i was sent to get a ph.D. in 
cultural anthropology at the 
university of colorado. We saw each 
other only a few times after that, 
once in Bolivia, another in Denver, 
and at the maryknoll headquarters in 
ossining when he was back on 
furlough. he was a great priest, and 
a great missioner. many of us will 
miss him dearly.” Phil rossi added: 
“Bob was a good man who did very 
good work promoting catholic 
journalism in asia. he was a superb 
host (it’s in the italian Dna!) when i 
had the opportunity to spend a few 
days in hong Kong in 1985. may he 
rest in peace.” When sending my 
request for ran input, i asked how 
the pandemic was going for each of 
you. Michael caruso responded that 
the pandemic has had serious 
consequences. “coViD 19 creates a 
huge dilemma for those of us still 
wanting to work. after practicing 
dermatology for 46 years, 38 of 
which have been on the West coast 
of Florida, i have taken a leave of 
absence from the practice. i think 
it’s very unlikely that i will be able to 
go back after what may be a year or 
longer without having the benefit of 
regular repetitive use of those skills 
learned over 50 years. i would love 
to hear from anyone else who may 
be about to make this difficult 
decision due to these unusual 
circumstances.” others in the class 
spoke of isolation and/or extra time. 
seb Pandolfo used his time to write 
a book. “i will be joining Pete carter, 
Matt deLuca, and others on the 
roster of published authors in the 
class of ’61. my novel, McGowan At 
War, has a projected publication 
date of august 17. a us army 
linguist in Vietnam whose assigned 
duty is to translate intercepted 
enemy communications is drawn 
into the hunt for a spy. in the course 
of that counterespionage 
investigation, he himself comes 
under suspicion as a potential 
security risk.” seb, of course, 
recommends that everyone get a 
copy. “if you like it, tell your friends. 
if you don’t like it, tell your friends 
you liked it.” like many of us, Tom 

daley has focused on family. “not 
doing much beyond losing battles 
with squirrels and chipmunks over 
my tomatoes. my two oldest 
granddaughters (13 and almost 11) 
live six blocks away and bicycle to 
our house to join Betty and me for 
soda and snacks on two afternoons 
each week. our two youngest 
granddaughters live 20 minutes 
away and we visit with them in their 
yard for two hours on sunday 
afternoons. our other two 
grandchildren (Tommy, 15, and 
annie, 10) live in Birmingham al 
and visit us via echo show on 
Thursday evenings. These are our 
real pleasures. i participate in one or 
two teaching sessions at Jacobi 
medical center each week via 
Webex. it is more than adequate, but 
still not as good as being there 
although it does save me a 30 
minute drive each way. i now have 
the time to read the New York Times 
but also am spending too much 
time watching msnBc. i do enjoy 
the calm demeanor of Tony Fauci 
’58.” several people mentioned Tony 
Fauci, including Pete Madori. “i take 
dialysis treatments three times a 
week at a clinic in middletown, ny. 
it goes without saying that Dr. 
anthony Fauci, regis ‘58, is a big 
hero to the medical staff at my clinic. 
i brought them the 1958 yearbook so 
that they could see what the future 
Dr. Fauci looked like as a high school 
senior. interesting to note from the 
bio under his picture that he was a 

well-rounded regian, with a strong 
faith commitment — just the kind of 
person we needed to confront the 
coViD pandemic, with the public 
angst it produced and the 
prevarications of the national 
leadership. ‘Fauch’ certainly has 
done our alma mater proud. as i 
write this, Dr. Fauci may be headed 
for a ‘high noon’ moment with the 
Big Boss man.” pete has continued 
to serve as pastor for a small parish. 
“our parish, like all the others in the 
archdiocese of new york, was 
closed to public worship from 
march 15 until mid-June. having 
paltry ‘tech’ skills, all i could do to 
keep in touch was to post my 
homilies and other pertinent info on 
the parish website. Despite the 
distancing, i ‘re-upped’ for another 
year administering st. Joseph’s 
parish. i may be one of the few 
members of the class of ‘61 still 
gainfully employed.” joe 
Limanowski put his time to another 
use. “i am a member of the model 
railroad club in the on Top of The 
World subdivision in ocala, Fl. our 
club has recently moved into a new 
facility twice the size of the original 
one. The new layout will include a 
model harbor with an animated 
model bascule bridge. This type of 
bridge relies on a huge concrete 
counterweight that allows a relatively 
small motor to lift the bridge. 
During the early days of the 
pandemic, i spent approximately 150 
hours creating a working model of 

marianne and paul Diczok ’61 have added harry, a miniature australian labradoodle, to 
their previously empty nest.
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this bascule bridge. most of the 
structure is made of hundreds of 
plastic components. The motor runs 
on 5 volts dc and its speed is geared 
down to enable the bridge to raise or 
lower in approximately 60 seconds. 
it automatically stops when fully 
raised or fully lowered. The concrete 
counterweight is simulated with 
approximately 6 oz. of lead fishing 
weights. somewhere in the bible it 
says, ‘Blessed are engineers for they 
shall build bridges.’ Well, if it doesn’t 
really say that, it should.” Tom 
walsh sent this reminder: “our 
classmate Peter carter has a book 
out, A BLACK FIRST, available on 
amazon. it’s a good read, especially 
of course the sections on regis and 
Fordham. peter and i were the D 
Train to a Train to the lex irT to 
86th street contingent from 
Brooklyn for 4 years. he and i have 
remained the closest of friends since 
1957 when we started our 
transformative Jesuit educations. in 
fact, after peter’s mom passed away, 
my parents and peter adopted each 
other, and he and they were family 
while i was off at georgetown for 8 
years and then off with the navy 
medical corps for 24 years. he now 
lives the retired life in lewes, 
Delaware, where my wife and i have 
a second home and we see each 
other with great regularity. he writes 
a column for the local paper there 
and seems to know every politician 
in that small state, with 
photographic records thereof, 
including a certain presidential 
candidate who is a former Vice 
president.” i sent peter a note to say 
that i had ordered a copy and 
assumed that he would get rich on 
royalties. “yeah, right!” he replied. “a 
regular J. K. rowling!” in may, Phil 
rossi received the Presidential 
Award from the college Theology 
society. he wrote that “the award is 
given every other year to a person 
‘whose life and work exemplify the 
mission and values of the college 
Theology society.’ While the award 
citation mentioned a variety of my 
activities as a teacher, scholar, and 
(even!) as an academic 
administrator, the comment that i 
consider most notable was the 
following: ‘he has brought his Jesuit 
charism to the college Theology 
society, especially by founding the 
discernment of spirits group.’ (The 
latter is open to any and all cTs 
members interested in sampling the 

quality of scotch whisky available in 
the areas in which we meet.)” and 
finally, Paul diczok and marianne 
have added “harry,” a miniature 
australian labradoodle, to their 
previously empty nest. you may 
recall that they were on the wait-list 
when we last went to press. They are 
already swamped in dog 
paraphernalia and new expenses, 
but they are very happy. Be well. stay 
safe. Keep your distance, wear your 
mask, and wash your hands!

1962
paul spagnoli, 
paul.spagnoli@bc.edu 

We note with sadness the 
unexpected passing of dennis 
Mcnally, sj, on may 6, just after our 
last deadline. Dennis entered the 
society in 1964, was ordained in 
1974, and joined the faculty of st. 
Joseph’s university in philadelphia 
in 1975. he taught there in the 
Department of Fine and performing 
arts for 45 years, serving as 
Department chair for 22 of them. a 
prolific artist, Dennis was also a 
dedicated teacher who was 
scheduled to receive the university’s 
lindback award for Distinguished 
Teaching this year. ken Gavin, sj, 
recalls studying theology with 
Dennis at the society’s Weston 
college in cambridge, 
massachusetts, in the 1970s. 
(Weston is now part of the Boston 
college school of Theology and 
ministry.) “one of my prize 
possessions,” writes Ken, “is a head 
of christ in charcoal that Dennis 
drew for me when we were students 
together in cambridge. i have 
carried it with me throughout the 
years and it still hangs in my room, 
reminding me of our common Jesuit 
mission.” Those of us who are still 
here have coped with the coViD-19 
pandemic in a variety of ways; exotic 
residences and grandchildren have 
helped. Frank stella writes from 
Westport — not connecticut but 
county mayo – where he and his 
wife, roberta Beary, a retired 
attorney and award-winning poet 
and writer, have been living for more 
than three years. Frank had a long 
career working for unions and non-
profits, the last 22 years for the 
american Federation of Teachers in 
several roles, including retiree 
director. after they retired, he and 
roberta sold their house in 

suburban maryland and traveled 
through hawaii, australia, new 
Zealand, and southeast asia before 
settling in Westport as “blow ins,” 
the local term for those not born in 
the town. rich Muth has been living 
in colorado for 47 years, currently in 
a county in the southwestern part of 
the state with a land area larger than 
rhode island, a population of about 
12,000, and lots of gorgeous 
mountains displayed in photos 
taken from his deck, one of which 
showed elk grazing on the 
mountainside below. dave Birch 
writes that “after 75 years in nJ, my 
wife mary ann and i have exited the 
garden state and transplanted 
ourselves to northern Virginia. We 
now live in an age-restricted golf 
course community in prince William 
county about 45 minutes west of 
Dc. our oldest daughter and her 
family are in Falls church, Va, so we 
get to see them more regularly. 
middle daughter and family are 
confirmed manhattanites, living 
near regis. our son and his wife live 
in new orleans where he is gm of 
Dixie Beer (and working to rebrand 
the name to something less 
controversial). We would love to 
hear from any regians in our area. 
jim ralston and his wife Karen are 
down the road in Fairfax, but we 
don’t know anybody else in the 
area.” With more conventional travel 
difficult, Ed Petruzello has left his 
home on the coast of north carolina 
and set out in his new leisure Travel 
Van, planning to visit his son and 
two grandsons, aged 2 and 4, in 
Washington state. a retired radiation 
oncologist, ed notes how “terribly” 
he misses his previous residence, 
san Diego, “with its wonderful 
climate and diverse and active 
residents,” but he doesn’t say 
whether he plans to head there after 
leaving the northwest. Paul 
spagnoli’s travel has been much 
less ambitious, but he and his wife 
pam roamed more than ten miles 
from home in mid-July for the first 
time in over four months. having 
passed the required coViD tests, 
they gathered in ogunquit, maine, 
with their son andrew and their 
daughter laura, up from 
philadelphia with her husband and 
daughter. paul’s four-year-old 
granddaughter Dorothy was ecstatic 
on the beach, and a splendid time 
was had by all. kieran Meagher 
reports that “my son evan and his 

wife Beckie had our first grandchild, 
Jude andrew Wilder meagher, on 
June 12. needless to say, Jude is 
handsome, brilliant, and a star 
athlete. he does tend to be 
somewhat irascible when his 
feedings are delayed more than 15 
seconds or so, but that is normal, i 
suppose. his grandmother, Judythe, 
does not seem to mind the partial 
appropriation of her name. it is very 
hard, however, not to be able to 
travel out to san Francisco to hold 
Jude and begin telling him about the 
benefits of a regis education. What 
a commute story that would be!” 
john o’rourke finally escaped from 
his winter residence in Florida and 
got back to new Jersey in mid-June. 
“now we can be spotted almost 
every morning walking on the 
boardwalks in long Branch or 
spring lake; far too often, we are the 
only people wearing masks, so we’re 
trying to set an example.” John 
recently met with Ken gavin to 
review construction progress on 
Brooklyn Jesuit prep’s new home in 
the completely renovated hall of st. 
Vincent Ferrer parish in east 
Flatbush. “BJp will continue to serve 
very low-income students from 
central Brooklyn,” John continues, 
“and hopefully send at least a few of 
its graduates on to 84th street. john 
shay and i are working with some 
younger regis grads to jump-start a 
capital campaign to pay for the 
renovations. With no baseball until 
recently, and no theater or travel to 
paris in the foreseeable future, i 
spend a lot of time reading. i am 
working on my bucket list, for 
example reading Ulysses once again 
and determined to get past 
noontime this time around.” wayne 
Merritt regrets that coViD has 
interrupted his work at the Boston 
analogue of BJp, the tuition-free 
nativity prep middle school. During 
his time there, Wayne has connected 
with kyle Mullins ’05, principal of 
the school. Wayne enjoys giving back 
to nativity in thanks for his tuition-
free regis education. in the same 
spirit he has also tutored for several 
years in an inner-city adult high 
school equivalency program. 
“Keeping up with algebra and trig 
keeps the few remaining brain cells 
clicking,” Wayne adds. john 
Facciola, who is still teaching at 
georgetown law after his retirement 
from the judiciary, reports that his 
spring semester was tough. “We 
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closed in early march and went 
entirely online. i teach in the 
international, advanced degree 
program and my poor students, who 
are from all over the world, had a 
brutal time. most of them went 
home where they faced quarantine 
when they arrived. one, an italian, 
was treated as an international 
pariah and the nigerian government 
refused to permit her and her 
mother to enter the country to see 
her ill father who is a professor 
there.” John resumed teaching in 
late may. “When this is over,” he 
adds, “if i hear the word ‘zoom’ i 
will run screaming from the room.” 
Peter Mooney sends word that he is 
“living the good life in rural north 
carolina. i decided at the start of the 
year to close down my market 
research firm; coViD-19 made that 
a wise decision since it has adversely 
affected both my domestic and 
international customers. The virus 
also disrupted my annual visit to 
ireland where i worked for many 
years as an economist for the irish 
government. Wait’ll next year. i am 
now content living the life of a 
gentleman farmer – mens sana in 
corpore sana, and all that.” in the 
morning peter heads to the office 
building on his property and trains 
his market research skills on the 
stock market – more for intellectual 
stimulation than for enrichment. 
Then after lunch he changes into old 
clothes and assists his wife with her 
commercial and home gardening 
and landscaping operations. When 
the opportunity arises he escapes to 
his man-cave (the barn) to work on 
building new and restoring old 
furniture. alternatively he packs the 
kayak into his pick-up truck and 
heads for one of several local lakes. 
peter adds that he would be 
“thrilled” to get a visit from any 
classmates who happen to be in the 
area. Bill Gallaher strikes an 
autumnal tone, writing that “a 
buddy of mine and i have been 
involved in putting a deck up 
outside the kitchen door, probably 
the last major Diy effort on my part. 
at the same time we battled against 
the outer rain bands of hurricane 
hannah. Foolish old man standing 
on wooden blocks in his carport, to 
cut 2x6 treated lumber with an 
ancient 110v rotary saw in the rain 
without being electrocuted or 
shorting out his pacemaker. Fay and 
i are otherwise well in isolation. 

There is an old saying in new 
orleans, stemming from our 
hurricane history, that applies to 
shortages due to weather, virological 
as well as meteorological. ‘if you 
have toilet paper, beer and 
cigarettes, you can trade for 
anything.’ Well, we won’t buy 
cigarettes, but we are staying well 
stocked in toilet paper and beer for 
what may be a long winter of coViD 
discontent. Brendan Thomson and i 
have been exchanging notes by 
phone on coViD, he from a clinical 
viewpoint and i from a research 
perspective. i continue to post 
findings on the molecular nature of 
the virus via virological blog, and i 
have a paper on the mechanism of 
the history of sars-coV-2 
recombination due out online soon. 
likely my last single-author paper in 
a scientific publication history in 
virology now extending 52 years.” 
Brendan himself reports from 
phoenix that health issues have 
finally begun to limit his world travel 
in the last couple of years. his 35-
year involvement in medical training 
in nepal earned him a lifetime 
achievement award in 2018. some of 
his work there was supported by a 
Fulbright grant, and Brendan is a 
past president of the arizona 
Fulbright alumni association. over 
the years Fulbright work has also 
taken Brendan and his wife sandy to 
cuba and ho chi minh city. “sandy 
and i are blessed to have each other 
after 52 years of marriage, with three 
grown sons who are independent 
and still talk to us. We also have a 
‘cabin’ in Flagstaff, arizona, where 
Wayne merritt and his wife susan 
murray visited us several years ago.” 
Brendan speaks for all of us in the 
conclusion of his long letter: “in 
summary, god please have mercy 
on all of us, our families and loved 
ones and our country.”

1963
Jack prael, johnprael@gmail.com 

John Tweedy, 
john.tweedy@verizon.net

We were saddened to just recently 
learn of the passing of George 
konikowski on april 23, 2019. may 
he rest in peace. Born in london, 
england, after graduating regis 
george attended Dartmouth 
and graduated with a major in 
anthropology. he taught at the 
Woodstock country school before 

returning to new york city to work 
as an analyst in the commodities 
markets and as a reporter and 
columnist for Barron’s. Friends have 
noted that george loved new york, 
and he and his wife of 29 years, 
Diane, would take long walks and 
bicycle trips around the city as well 
as local picnic excursions by boat. 
living in new york, george had a 
very small carbon footprint: third 
floor walk-up apartment; no car, 
cable TV or internet, cell phone, 
or answering machine; little travel; 
very few material possessions. he 
was a model of sustainability long 
before that term became popular. 
he enjoyed classical music, jazz, 
and gypsy guitar and was fond of 
saying that “any day in which he 
enjoyed a meal outdoors was a 
day well lived.” george is survived 
by his stepdaughter, mia. Diane 
predeceased him by four months. 
Bill Bevilaqua reports that both he 
and his wife Jean are age 74. “We 
are retired, living in Boca raton, 
Florida. We love it here--sort of like 
we already died and went to heaven. 
our oldest son chris just retired as 
a colonel from the usmc. he did 
six tours in the mid-east — three in 
iraq and three in afghanistan. our 
second son Tom, living in paris, 
France, is an international contract 
lawyer with dual citizenship. our 

third son mike is a civil engineer 
working on water preservation/
restoration in austin, TX. Finally, our 
daughter anne is a licensed plumber 
and owns her own business here 
in Boca raton.” linda and Bob 
Gardella are also enjoying their 
Florida “Zen” existence in these 
trying times. They are busy and 
active locally every day but, like so 
many of us in these very unusual 
times, they really miss global/u.s. 
travel and seeing friends and family. 
Bill Brown reports that his three 
youngest grandchildren, of six total, 
graduated (albeit virtually) from 
high school in June. Kasey Turner 
from upper st clair hs (pittsburgh) 
will attend lewis university; eddie 
Brown from Kinnelon hs (nJ) will 
attend unc asheville and Julia 
Brown from abington heights hs 
(clarks summit, pa) will attend 
the university of scranton. Bill 
and Barbara (married 50 years and 
counting) have ruefully decided 
not to have any more children. pat 
and john Tweedy have also made 
the same decision after 55 years of 
marriage. jim Higgins says that 
he and Barbara, like many of us, 
have been, basically, homebound 
due to the coronavirus, except 
for occasional trips to the grocery 
store and regular walks around the 
neighborhood. “We spend a great 

luke maccarthy ’63 and Jack prael ’63 return to the Blind Tiger as July ends.
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deal of time reading. our eyeballs 
are holding up well so far. Two 
novels i’ve consumed in recent 
months that i would recommend 
to any confrere who hasn’t read 
them are norman mailer’s The 
Naked and the Dead and Tom 
Wolfe’s A Man in Full. These are 
weighty tomes and will pleasantly 
consume lots of otherwise empty 
hours.” like many of us, Brian 
sullivan notes that “i too, haven’t 
had a haircut in a long time. For 
me it’s since December. i am 
approaching the look i had during 
my hippie days.” yet john Tuccillo 
says “having shaved my head for 
the last twenty-five or so years, the 
quarantine has not affected my 
grooming that much.” on a more 
serious note the pandemic has given 
classmates more time to reflect on 
our environment and Brian echoes 
an important concern of many of 
us, one that will particularly affect 
our children and grandkids, when 
he notes that “more serious are 
the effects of climate change and 
growing human population. Birds 
and animals are being deprived 
of wilderness and are forced to 
become our neighbors…animal 
to human disease transmission 
is heading toward becoming an 
increasingly frequent event…
obviously international cooperation 
is necessary. But we also need 
to instill a vibrant sense in each 
individual that he/she faces a choice 
between progress as we have known 
it for the past 600-700 years — or 
a backsliding toward a hobbesian 
existence.” pat and jack Prael were 
finally able to get out of lockdown 
in early July, when “we had dinner 
with friends in staten island along 
with our daughter elisabeth and 
her toddler Julia. it was wonderful 
to see friends and family again. We 
visited our other daughter Kathryn 
in providence in mid-July, seeing 
our granddaughters emilia and 
helen for the first time since early 
February.”

1964 

Jeff Weinlandt, 
jeff_weinlandt@msn.com

once coViD-19 crashed onto our 
shores, all of us began sheltering in 
place. on march 24th Tom reilly 
sent word that “We’re holed up in 
Berkeley. my husband, Kevin, is a 

high school teacher who is trying to 
continue to educate his students via 
email and phone calls. he hasn’t 
ventured into the realm of video 
conferences yet, but he’s trying a 
group chat.” on may 17th Larry 
kenah reached out to the group and 
forwarded an article from the april 
30th issue of The Economist. The 
article was titled “The real reason 
to study the classics” and it 
unleashed a torrent of replies and 
comments. The article proposed 
that “classical languages are good 
training for the mind, many now 
argue. latin and greek, with their 
panoply of case-endings, force 
readers and students to pay 
attention to the grammatical 
function of every word in a sentence, 
incidentally improving their english 
grammar as well.” The first response 
came from denis Burt who wrote 
“not primarily being a linguist, it 
was always a struggle to keep both 
(latin and greek) marks up. in each 
marking period i would work hard 
on the one i had most recently 
gotten the lower grade in and, of 
course, the two would flip-flop! 
anyway, some of my fondest 
memories from my regis days are of 
good old Father Duffy and his efforts 
to make it all good fun.” ken Beirne 
chimed in that “always nice to see a 
committed defense of latin and 
greek, though i tend to think the 
most important reason to learn 
them is similar to the reasons to 
learn german and French, etc., to 
understand better the writers in 
those languages (although the 
german and French are also a help 
when you are schlepping through 
Berlin or paris).” Tom Girolamo 
added that “sometimes learning for 
the sake of learning and curiosity 
can dictate the path of one’s life…
practicality be damned. There may 
be little purpose in my remembering 
Fr. Duffy putting out the eye of the 
cyclops with his cincture and a 
window pole but the memories will 
last a lifetime and will constantly 
remind me of what a special and 
unique education regis gave me. 
The bond that has kept us all 
together for all these years is a 
benefit beyond words.” joe coyne 
agreed: “i’m with Tom. While i know 
not 100% of us feel the same way 
(about regis…or anything else for 
that matter), i keep coming back to 
so many of us (and certainly i am 

one of them) who felt regis was a 
life-changing experience.” Bob Metz 
chimed in that “i remember thinking 
that not only were all my classmates 
far superior but even that savage 
polyphemus exhibited better 
comprehension of attic greek than i 
could muster. While i didn’t learn 
much about the ablative or the 
optative, in retrospect it is clear at 
graduation i walked away with a 
discipline that could be applied to 
many diverse subjects, often with 
better results. i will always be 
grateful.” Bob’s recollection 
prompted jeff weinlandt to recall 
that “your comments mirror my 
experience. countless times i have 
told my wife and my twin sons 
(regis ’10 and never had to take 
latin or greek) that i will neVer 
forget the first two weeks of greek in 
my sophomore year with Fr. Duffy. 
Duffy said that he was going to have 
everyone read aloud in class from 
the text the following week. i’m not 
sure i slept that week. no matter 
how hard i tried, i could make no 
sense of the greek alphabet or how 
to pronounce any words once you 
added two letters together. The 
whole experience scarred me for 
life.” Bob Metz quickly replied, “Jeff, 
that scarring is the basis for our 
band of brothers!” Tom reilly 
reported “i recently spent a few 
months learning to sing mozart’s 
requiem with a local chorus….as i 
sang the words over and over, i 
realized that i could understand the 
meaning of the sentences of the 
latin text without thinking about 
how to translate them. all because 
of the four years i spent studying at 
regis. a pleasant surprise.” Paul 
czuchlewski recalled “distant 
memories of my failed attempt to 
offer (as a member of the non-greek 
science class minority)…a dissenting 
view by penning a little essay, ‘The 
greek myth,’ for our Science Journal. 
The gist of the argument, as i recall, 
was that while the study of greek 
might have value, having only a 
single year of high school science 
(except for our double-majors) was 
not adequate for students in the 
1960s. unfortunately (for me), the 
Science Journal was run off on Father 
Duffy’s mimeograph machine, and 
when he happened to notice the 
article, he was not amused, and the 
powers-that-be immediately ordered 
the essay suppressed. my 

recollection, however, is that as we 
tore the pages out of the already 
stapled issue, we somehow 
accidentally missed a few copies.” 
jim oliviero added “i was one of the 
science/no greek students. i never 
felt missing greek, with a full latin 
study, hurt me. i became an attorney 
but did not regret my science 
background.” Marty Besant wrote 
“i’m with paul and James. Didn’t 
miss one more way to flunk out of 
regis. proud that i did learn to 
memorize the first 2 dactylic lines of 
The Odyssey. of course, that was 
taught to me by a Xavier cadet who 
rode the same commuter bus as i.” 
Mike christy agreed. “as i recall, it 
seemed that the greek track was 
pushed more than a bit by the 
advisors but i went science. even 
then, it was a year of physical 
science…mr. mahern (Batman) was 
surely an interesting character. The 
highlight of physics was the day after 
a Beatles appearance on the ed 
sullivan show. Fr. egan started off 
with an extended rant about the 
salacious dance by mitzi gaynor…
after regis, no one could believe 
that Biology was not taught at all…i 
may be wrong but i believe there 
was a middle states accreditation 
visit shortly after we graduated. i 
heard that the school was roundly 
criticized for the lack of Biology 
instruction and its very strong 
resistance to applying to non-
catholic colleges.” The subject of 
non-catholic college applications 
will be reviewed in the next 
Prowlings. The mention of the 
Beatles led jim oliviero to add “i 
was at the ed sullivan show…i am 
moving to st. petersburg in June. i 
have always enjoyed the regis 
dinners here in nyc. are any of you 
guys nearby?” Mike christy’s 
comment about non-catholic 
colleges prompted Larry kenah to 
add that “Fr. mccusker left when we 
did and i am pretty sure this policy 
left with him.” denis Burt 
remembered The Science Journal 
and has “fond memories of that 
enterprise. The best thing about it 
was that they had given us the old 
band room on the fifth floor to serve 
as our office, so we had a place of 
our own to hang out. There was an 
old upright piano in there and it got 
played while we worked on the 
‘magazine.’ i still have a bunch of 
issues in the box with my other 
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memorabilia.” Michael Bierbauer 
commented that “Whenever i am 
asked whether regians ever ‘bucked 
the system’ despite fear that our 
scholarships might be revoked, i use 
The Science Journal and ‘The greek 
myth’ rebellion as an example of 
how far we would go to make a 
point…i could not take advantage of 
the double major or science track 
because i wanted to take the only ap 
course available — english. i have 
never regretted four years of latin 
and three years of greek (including 
The homeric academy) and i 
believe that their study taught me to 
appreciate foreign languages (and 
made studying german and russian 
at Fordham simpler). and yet i 
became a math major and went on 
to teach math at the college and 
high school levels for 42 years…and 
i bemoan the fact that latin and 
greek have moved to the sidelines 
at regis.” During this lengthy 
exchange on the value of a classical 
education, kevin connolly jumped 
into the conversation to relay “so 
this is what happened. at some 
point in my education at regis, i was 
placed by myself in a black limo and 
taken to the seminary in 
poughkeepsie to be encouraged by 
regians who were now novitiates to 
become a Jesuit. i don’t know if this 
happened to anyone else because i 
never mentioned it, and my thought 
was to flunk out as soon as possible 
anyway. soon after, i purposely failed 
a greek final with mr. Kelly, who was 
a nice guy, and was told i had to take 
a makeup exam. i failed that too, 
and sat there while mr. Kelly 
corrected it. i noticed he was 
marking my incorrect answers as 
correct, and when i pointed this out 
he said that anyone who could read 
greek upside down would not fail 
this test, and that ‘powers higher 
than he or i’ had determined that i 
would not flunk myself out. a little 
spooky. oddly, what i retained from 
these experiences is a fondness for 
classic literature, a fairly secular 
outlook, and a slow developing 
appreciation for the education i 
reluctantly received at this school….
stay safe, and be careful of the rides 
you are offered. cyclops.” Bill 
janofsky asked “Kevin, i’m really 
curious: Did you take the red pill 
after that black limo ride? how 
strange!” Gene Boggia added “the 

bottom line is that we all greatly 
benefited from our years at regis — 
despite the lengthy commute, the 
education we received enabled us all 
to enjoy the richness of life to a 
degree we may not have experienced 
without those four years in 
manhattan. it certainly helped me 
through college, law school (even 
with a two-year hiatus, courtesy of 
uncle sam, in such edens as 
guantanamo Bay and Danang (‘see 
the world’), and decades of legal 
practice. i am proud and grateful for 
surviving those four years with my 
classmates.” ron Malanga emailed 
“amen! Know that without the 
regis experience, with all its 
difficulties, my life would not have 
been what it turned out to be. 
Further, i believe that going through 
it with all of you made it 
worthwhile.” “sorry to be late to the 
discussion,” dan Mccaffrey 
retorted, “i am really enjoying 
reading it. as one who continues 
studying latin and greek after 60 
years, i love to read and see the 
words fall into the place where the 
author wanted them. i even have a T 
shirt that says ‘The endings justify 
the meanings.’” Mike christy 
managed to nudge the email 
exchanges toward a semi-conclusion 
with the words that “one thing i’m 
getting from this thread is that many 
of us shared a struggle more than 
we admitted while at regis. of 
course, 1/3 of our freshman 
colleagues flunked out on the 
almost ridiculous standards of the 
time, but we managed to survive but 
perhaps not with a spring in our 
steps or joy in our hearts — but 
more so in retrospect.”

1965
John Felago; felago@aol.com

Al Airone spent a pleasant day 
visiting rich superti and Thea 
Fenichel in Brooklyn recently. 
“coViD-19 didn’t prevent us from 
lunch on the roof of their park slope 
residence, a walk (fully masked) 
through prospect park, and a 
relaxed dinner ‘au sidewalk’ at a 
local pizza restaurant. it was good 
to see them and catch up on family 
and other friends, and the world 
in general.” al also listened to a 
Zoom performance by dan Halford, 
on piano, of several cole porter 
songs. “Though plagued by sound 

quality issues, the music shone 
through, and Dan included a very 
detail-packed commentary on each 
song that was highly informative.” 
Harry Bonnell reports, “i’m still 
quarantined in Belize where the 
international airport is closed until 
10/1 at the earliest. susan returned 
to the states before it closed so she 
could help our son and daughter-in-
law with their precocious 5-year-old 
boy since they both were obligated 
to work at home. she’s a college 
professor and he’s an international 
rep for google. so i have been a 
‘bachelor’ for almost 6 months 
now. even so, i’m still a lousy cook. 
at least i’m enjoying the deserted 
beaches.” jack cashill’s new book, 
Unmasking Obama, debuted august 
18. Jack reports his book received 
excellent reviews. (“i give the book 
6 out of 5 stars. it’s a must-have for 
history buffs and political geeks” - 
leslie eastman, legal insurrection.) 
rich costabile sadly reports the 
loss of his only brother, robert, in a 
single-vehicle motorcycle accident 
on the Taconic parkway on august 
17th. “i’ve received condolences 
from a number of my classmates, 
which are greatly treasured. suffice 
it to say, i’m confident that you’re 
sending your support in spirit, even 
if you haven’t reached out. our ‘65 
bond is surprisingly enduring and 
an important part of our lives. in 
other news, randy and i are staying 
safe and being pandemic-cautious 
in our island paradise down the 
Jersey shore. no travel on the 
horizon at all, which is quite the 
turnabout considering the itineraries 
we’ve racked up over the past few 
years. But think of the money we’re 
saving!” john Felago and wife, 
Jill, continue their quarantine in 
manhattan. “many area restaurants 
have set up outside dining so we 
enjoy an occasional al fresco meal. 
We have been able to visit family 
for grandchildren’s birthdays (we 
have 8).” dave o’Brien continues 
to try to practice law out of mt. 
sinai, long island. he has been 
volunteering in a program to assist 
people hammered by the pandemic 
to find jobs. he writes: “it is a truly 
brutal situation, which is going to 
get much worse. a fellow volunteer 
is a retired actuary and a numbers 
guru. his projected figures for 
unemployment by year’s end just 

take your breath away. The suffering 
will be excruciating. post-oct. 1 
massive layoffs in major industries, 
like airlines (my son-in-law at 
american airlines!), will create a 
tsunami of unemployed people. 
our cruel political logjam makes 
matters worse. The tidal wave won’t 
spare regians, so i hope and pray 
our caring regian alum will ramp up 
efforts to help each other job-wise, 
especially on regis’ various listservs. 
That certainly was the case in the 
past, although efforts of late have 
waned considerably. We need to be 
at the top of our game to help each 
other. also pray that brother regian 
dr. Fauci ‘ 58 hits a homer very 
soon. Best to all regians and their 
families in these brutal times.” Lou 
Pangaro was just selected as interim 
Dean of the school of medicine of 
the uniformed services university, 
where he has been on faculty 
since 1981. lou stepped down 
as medicine chair in 2018. Tom 
Moebus reports, “The coViD crisis 
stirred me out of retirement and 
back to work. much has to do with 
a program called pandemic shift, a 
Workshop to help small businesses 
pivot their practices to respond to 
new realities. organized with stony 
Brook university, this project was 
recently funded by Bank of america 
and investors Bank, and will be 
rolled out to 300 businesses over 
the next year. it’s 6 hours of Zoom 
sessions featuring intensive peer-
group work that creates solutions 
and new business partnerships to 
rescue main st. type businesses. 
at the same time, the matteo ricci 
scholars program has been starting 
up on Zoom also linking regis with 
nanjing Foreign language school 
in china. The idea is to breed a 
new generation of young people 
who become friends in these two 
countries, and are encouraged to 
maintain intellectual ties over their 
careers. its official ‘academic year’ 
start is september 12, but we’ve 
been meeting an hour/week for two 
months, planning and getting the 
group of 20 students to know each 
other. To include females, we invited 
a small group from Dominican 
academy to join us. in coming 
months, students will dialogue 
about the us presidential election, 
coViD-19, us-china relations 
including Technology exchange, and 
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cultural similarities and Differences 
between the countries. oh, and 
basketball and music. students are 
very eager on both sides, as are 
we organizers. assistant principal 
christian Mariano ’99 is a great 
partner at regis, and the students 
are terrific. my work at a nearby 
retreat center in madison, cT, 
mercy-by-the-sea, which has a 
school for the second half of life, 
led to a realization about a role for 
our generaTion at this stage of 
life — especially we regians, trained 
with a mind for service. i invite you 
to listen to my thoughts in an apple 
podcast interview on Futurized, 
where i talked about the Future of 
the second half of life. Whether 
you agree fully with my perspective, i 
hope you find the premise of interest 
(with an apology to golfers). you can 
find it at https://www.futurized.co/e/
second-half-of-life/.” jack Murtagh 
reports, “Wonderfully sweet figs 
can indeed be grown successfully in 
ingomar pennsylvania, an island of 
Zone 7, surrounded by a sea of Zone 
6. next on the arboreal ‘why not’ list: 
pawpaws.” jim ross reports that, 
“Three months after my wife ginger 
began having falls it was determined 
in late June that a fast-moving tumor 
was compressing her spinal cord. 
While not an ideal time for lengthy 
hospitalization, there was no choice. 
post-surgically, ginger is on her way 
to regaining full mobility.” of several 
articles Jim recently published in 
literary journals, he recommends 

“escaping into pilgrimage,” 
published online in new World 
Writing. after tripling the size of 
their vegetable garden, Jim and 
ginger plan to join jack Murtagh’s 
experiment by growing pawpaws.” 
john woodruff announced the birth 
of his granddaughter, adelaide 
maine Woodruff, born to michael 
and erin on november19th last 
year. also, the first volume of John’s 
trilogy,”The War at home,” subtitled 
“The Battle of Flushing,” will be 
coming out soon on audible. 

1966
steve Boatti, sboatti@gmail.com 

With coViD still rampant, many 
of our classmates draw comfort 
from regular contact with each 
other, both in small groups via 
FaceTime, phone, or Zoom, or 
through larger groups like the 
weekly Zoom meeting hoisted by 
richard corelli. We take pleasure 
in the accomplishments of fellow 
regis grad Anthony Fauci ’58, while 
regretting the circumstances that 
require his expertise. john d’Emilio 
has a new book, Queer Legacies: 
Stories from Chicago’s LGBTQ 
Archives. published by the university 
of chicago press, it covers a range 
of topics in chicago’s lgBTQ 
history from the 1960s into the 21st 
century. John has published several 
other books on history, sexuality, and 
social movements. charles webel 
submits this news, reprinted without 

comment: “During the pandemic, 
charles Webel is ensconced with 
Wolfie in their prague lair, while his 
partner, Viera, continues her medical 
residence in hematology. he is 
working on his next book, The Fate 
of this World, which he may submit 
with tabulae rasae to the publisher 
if Duce Donald is reelected by 
the electoral college. charles had 
hoped to reoccupy the Divided 
states by completing an advanced 
training program in epidemiology 
and clinical trials onsite at harvard 
medical school (hms) this coming 
academic year. But since hms has 
gone fully online, he may be forced 
to revert to Zoom, the platform 
he used for 6+ consecutive hours 
per weekday in June to teach 
courses in philosophy and ethics 
to undergraduate ZoomBees……” 
Despite the ban on americans 
traveling to europe, Bob cartwright 
got through to the netherlands: “i 
made it to europe and am again 
back on my boat. after looking at the 
proposed eu guidelines...i cancelled 
my plane reservations, called my 
netherlands contact to put the 
boat back in storage. literally, 
minutes after i cancelled my air 
reservations, i received a personal 
response from the Dutch consulate 
saying i would be allowed in. so i 
had to make new air reservations 
and hope for the best. ... When i 
went through passport control in 
copenhagen, simply flashing my eu 
passport got me through. When i 

arrived in amsterdam, i went right 
through since i was coming from 
an eu country. so, i am in sneek, 
nl right now on my boat. i keep 
my boat in Frieseland which forms 
a northern province and a claimed 
distinct culture (with Frisian as the 
local language). The virus is almost 
zero here, much safer than the us. 
people follow social distancing 
and hand washing, covering 
one’s mouth with an elbow when 
sneezing, etc., but no masks, a little 
unsettling after coming from the 
us. i will travel only in the northern 
provinces this year which are all 
(3) mostly virus free. … i teach at 
a nJ university that is faced with 
the question of re-opening, and 
the possibility of a 20-40% loss of 
students if we go completely online. 
The result of their decisions may 
mean that i stay here longer than 
my planned date home of aug 16. i 
bought the boat 3 years ago fulfilling 
a 10-year fantasy. i normally live on 
it 3 months a year and return for the 
fall semester.”

1967
chris connell, 
cvconnell@gmail.com

nearly a third of the class of 1967 
reconnected on Zoom in mid-July 
for an extraordinary two hour and 40 
minute conversation. our Virtual Jug 
nite wasn’t the same as the 
beefsteak banquets in the packed 
regis cafeteria on a Friday night 
each autumn. in many respects it 
was better. often, people come away 
from even the happiest gatherings of 
family and friends wishing they’d 
had more time to catch up and 
thinking about those they didn’t get 
to speak with. Well, at Virtual Jug 
nite there was enough time and 
bandwidth for the 34 of us, almost 
all on board start to finish, sharing 
stories, laughs and, to a lesser 
degree, commiserations in the 
pandemic. everyone spoke his piece 
thanks to our hilarious moderator, 
chris Meatto, who hopscotched 
among the hollywood squares with 
the aplomb of a peter marshall. 
centers for Disease control and 
prevention infectious disease 
specialist Terry chorba spoke about 
the prospects for a vaccine but also 
how demoralized the disease 
fighters are at a time when science 
and scientists including dr. Anthony 
Fauci ’58 are under attack. Terry also 

nearly a third of the class of 1967 reconnected on Zoom in mid-July.
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told a story of how 10 years ago he 
snagged Fauci to keynote a cDc 
conference in atlanta by closing the 
letter of invitation, “may ours Be the 
noble heart.” on the half-hour 
drives to and from the airport, “we 
didn’t talk about TB, hiV, sTDs, 
none of that. We talked only about 
regis, what teachers he had, what 
teachers i had.” Mike Fahy, wearing 
a “stranger Things” T-shirt to honor 
the chapman university alums who 
created the science fiction horror 
series, took laurels for best Zoom 
background — his pool in orange, 
calif., where unfortunately “a lot of 
crazy people asserting their liberties 
are walking around without masks.” 
in contrast, Bill McLaughlin checked 
in from Boston where “it’s a 
pleasure to be living in a place where 
people are not fighting” and where 
it’s easy to get a free test for 
coViD-19. “everybody’s on the 
same page …. We’re coming alive, 
but it’s been super slow, which 
seems right.” Bill was vacationing in 
europe, bound for Venice, when 
things shut down. “i have this 
fantasy that at some point i’ll go 
back and just pick up where i left off 
— the same hotel, the same room 
— as if nothing happened.” one 
side benefit: an ongoing text chat 
with his six siblings that “is more 
communication than we’ve ever 
had.” kieran Quinn and Bill 
Armbruster reported on another 
strong showing by 1967 in the 
annual Fund Drive, $250,000-plus 
and 53 percent participation. Kieran 
and Donna left Virginia in may for 
two weeks at their home in hilton 
head, s.c., and they are still there 
with their daughter’s family, 
“including my 7-year-old grandson 
Tommy who is outdriving me on the 
golf course.” Bill had the biggest 
non-regis news of the night: “For 
the first time in many, many years, 
there is a woman in my life,” a 
recent widow he once dated when 
they worked together at ramapo 
college in the early 1970s. They 
share political views and interests, 
and most importantly “she’s a mets 
fan.” Peter Landis, who had the 
virus in the spring, missed planned 
trips to the galapagos, machu 
picchu, portugal and italy, “but think 
of the money we’re saving!” he and 
Bebe live in asheville, n.c. “We’re 
still waiting for a grandchild, but 
that’s it. We are happy. life is good.” 
john katz retired on July 4 from the 

Va hospital near his home in union, 
n.J. “This is my first week and a half 
off in a year. This is still sort of a 
vacation,” he said. john dowd, in 
West islip, n.y., showed off the Fauci 
socks his three grandkids gave him 
for Father’s Day. Brian Fitzgerald 
hasn’t seen the inside of a 
courtroom in Buffalo, n.y., in 18 
weeks, but still goes into his law 
office a few hours two or three times 
a week. “i’m getting an insight into 
retirement, but i will never retire,” he 
said. With kids well launched into 
families and careers (including an 
anesthesiologist daughter at new 
york presbyterian hospital), “We’re 
lucky, very lucky.” retired 
pulmonologist Gene Lugano, in 
elkin springs outside philadelphia, 
said, “This lockdown is not as 
drastic a change in our lifestyle as it 
has been for a lot of people who are 
still working or younger than us and 
who have older parents, younger 
kids and jobs they have to worry 
about.” gene showed off a mask his 
wife, marcia Boraas, made from the 
same silk material she used to make 
him a tie as a birthday present when 
they were classmates at princeton. 
in chatham, mass., on the elbow of 
cape cod, rene Haas and his wife 
became grandparents in may, but 
haven’t been able to visit little hazel 
in austin, Texas. “Very exciting, but 
frustrating, of course,” said rene, 
who keeps active in several 
organizations, including a local 
pilots’ association and the miT club 
of cape cod. “it’s surprising how 
you get sucked in. you don’t have to 
say yes, you just don’t say no and 
find yourself doing a lot of things.” 
rene, too, has a doctor son who was 
in the thick of the pandemic at 
columbia presbyterian hospital in 
new york city. “The youngest 
hollywood square in the room,” as 
meatto put it, was steve rehm, 
riding out the storm in chatham, 
n.J., with three kids and grandkids 
who live nearby “using our home 
and yard as their country club.” Wife 
carolyn, a physician, “is on DeF-
con 5 as relates to coViD. she 
keeps us all on the straight and 
narrow.” outside Boston, Marty 
Maffeo is still volunteering to help 
seniors with medicare issues, but 
it’s now done on the phone, not in 
person. he’s followed the pandemic 
restrictions “right by the book” and 
golfs at a social distance, but 
laments his handicap has gone from 

seven to 16 since retiring a decade 
ago. in red hook, n.y., john kelly 
said of the Zoom gathering that it 
was refreshing to have a 
conversation with people our age 
about things other than their last 
medical appointment. The Kellys 
were enlisted to babysit their 
grandkids when new york began 
opening six weeks ago and now, with 
the possibility schools may reopen 
in the fall, the parents have told 
them, “okay, we’re ready to have 
you back.” not far away, Michael 
connor and wife noni relocated in 
march from riverdale to their 
weekend home in the catskills 
hamlet of phoenicia and are thinking 
of making that permanent. michael 
heads a media advocacy nonprofit, 
openmic, that jousts with social 
media giants to promote openness, 
privacy, and diversity. Taking note of 
something Dr. Fauci mentioned in 
an interview about his regis 
commute, michael, a quondam Bay 
ridger, lamented that sea Beach 
express, the same subway line that 
Fauci took to regis, “is now very 
unromantically called the n train.” 
james keaney has had to forgo 
weekly trips from hastings on 
hudson, n.y., into the city for a 
spanish class and glee club practice. 
That’s over for good, he thinks. 
“Quite frankly, i don’t want to go to 
new york city anymore. i don’t want 
to go on the subway, and i grew up 
in hell’s Kitchen.” john cordes said, 
“For us retired people, life is not so 
difficult. Things could be a lot 
worse.” The volunteer program in 
which he taught english to latino 
immigrants in Washington, D.c., 
lapsed after their community was 
hard hit by the virus and the priest 
who ran it died. also in abeyance: 
his partial season tickets to the 
Washington nationals. George 
Mccann kept disappearing briefly 
from his hollywood square. in the 
true spirit of Jug nite, he explained, 
“i only left because i had to fill my 
glass.” george escaped his winter 
home in Jupiter, Fla., in June, stays 
in manalapan, n.J., during the week, 
and joins his daughter and 
grandkids in Breezy point, n.y., on 
weekends. medical issues he dealt 
with in recent years are mostly in the 
past and “i’m just happy to be 
enjoying life. it’s great to see you 
guys. it’s like reliving my life all over 
again.” Anthony Lo secco was 
unable to bury his wife for two 

months after her death in early april. 
“The wait was not good,” he said. 
anthony, who lives in Del ray Beach, 
Fla., is also uncertain what it will be 
like to return without her to the 
summer home they bought in a 
village in abruzzo, italy, a few years 
back. Bruce Hector, also recently 
widowed, is riding out the pandemic 
with his son in cape may, n.J., 
posting his solo song performances 
daily on Facebook. “you never know 
how antisocial you are until you 
realize that the pandemic really 
hasn’t changed your social life all 
that much,” he quipped. Bruce still 
mediates legal disputes and feels 
badly about the professional jazz 
musicians he performed with who 
have lost their livelihoods. “i regard 
myself as incredibly fortunate. i can 
do this standing on my head 
however long this takes, and so 
many people are not in that 
position.” john Enright, in Bucks 
county, pa., feels “relatively 
unscathed by coViD-19 … and 
thankful every day. The days fly by.” 
Their biggest hardship is not seeing 
grandchildren in california. he is 
worried about the impact on the 
next generations. apart from the 
Vietnam war, “we’ve lived 70 years 
without anything even remotely 
close to this.” John has used his free 
time to write a screenplay set in 1939 
with a main character who is a regis 
student. he is happy to share a pDF 
with anyone curious. in Beverly, 
mass., steve LoVerme is a 
neurologist whose hospital, once 
teeming with coViD patients, now 
has but a few. his daughters, who 
live in the area, steered clear for a 
while, but “now every weekend 
they’re up here at our pool. We’ve 
been happy about that.” jay Azarow 
is now doing all his organizational 
psychology and consulting work 
from home in santa clara county, 
calif. “i’m an extrovert, so spending 
more time at home just runs 
counter to my basic personality,” he 
said. “i would give anything for a 
good concert or a club date right 
now to see a good band.” Tom 
curran, retired in avon-by-the-sea, 
n.J., said, “my big decision every 
day is whether i ride my bike north 
to asbury park or south to spring 
lake. and i play golf two days a 
week.” a daughter and two 
grandkids were able to visit from 
seattle in June and aim to do so 
again before summer’s end. Art 
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Bender, sj, filled us in on how regis 
handled remote classes, including 
making students observe the dress 
code and keeping them busy during 
2½ months of Zoom with tests, 
quizzes and essays. “The kids 
actually and the parents were 
relatively happy with it,” said the 
history teacher. art, in response to a 
comment from landis, also 
addressed steps regis is taking to 
address charges by Black students 
and alumni that they endured the 
sting of racism and mistreatment by 
fellow students and from teachers. 
Father Michael Holleran said his 
parish, the church of notre Dame, 
in east harlem, has resumed public 
masses with limited seating. he 
normally ministers to patients at 
mount sinai morningside hospital, 
but that’s now by Zoom only. he is 
looking forward to a delayed cruise 
on the Queen mary 2 next summer, 
“but that depends on whether i’m 
still alive and the country and the 
world are still functioning. all that’s 
in god’s hands. i have had extra 
time for prayer and reading, which 
i’ve greatly appreciated.” robert 
kestler had both good luck and bad, 
departing home in italy in January 
before the virus erupted there, but 
fracturing his hip in a fall at the 
airport in new york and spending six 
weeks in a hospital and 
rehabilitation center — but getting 
out before coViD devastated such 
facilities. Vin Hartnett joined the 
conversation from home in chester 
springs, pa., but not from inside the 
hobbit house where he keeps his 
Tolkien collection (google the ran 
article). The Wi-Fi cannot penetrate 
its 1.5-foot-wide walls. Victor 
skowronski, newly retired in 
Woburn, mass., looks forward to 
teaching girls to code and 
volunteering as a docent at the 
Boston museum of science when 
it’s safe to resume normal living. 
his english country Dancing is on 
hold. John enright learned from a 
neighbor that Victor enjoys an 
international reputation as a 
choreographer … Brian Fitzgerald 
interjected, “hey, Victor, i often tell 
the story of having gone to high 
school with a guy who got 1596 on 
the saTs and knew which one he’d 
gotten wrong on the english.” To 
which Victor replied, “i don’t know 
which one i got wrong, but i thought 
it was 1592.” steve Malone will be 
teaching business in person and 

online to naval academy 
midshipmen in the fall. They’ll all be 
in annapolis, but only half face-to-
face at a time. Paul Litka was in san 
Francisco to see the ballet when the 
country shut down; they made it 
back to salt lake city, where 
Zooming with friends at the 
university “keeps me sane.” richard 
szajewski, retired in rochester, n.y., 
from a career as an eastman Kodak 
chemist who worked on inkjets and 
patent agent, now is part of the 
rochester angel network that works 
with aspiring start-ups. and 
speaking of start-ups, chris Meatto 
has passed the six-year mark as chief 
financial and legal advisor with 
Fruitstreet.com, a telemedicine 
company working to prevent 
diabetes and other diseases. after 
his masterful Zoom orchestration, 
chris also provided a coda to the 
evening. “The wonderful thing about 
tonight for me is it’s like you guys 
are here …. you’re all vibrant, alive, 
intelligent. This evening for me is 
extremely inspiring. i’m blessed to 
be in this group.”

1968
james c. sherwood, the longtime 
correspondent for the class of 1968, 
passed away on June 9 after a valiant 
battle with lung cancer. a proud 
regian, Jim went on to attend yale 
university and, following graduation, 
taught for two years at the chinese 
university of hong Kong. he then 
graduated from columbia law 
school, where he was a stone 
scholar. over a distinguished 
career, he practiced law at several 
successful firms. he spent the last 
27 years at the boutique firm of 
schlam stone & Dolan, where he 
was a leading white collar defense 
attorney. Jim loved music of all 
kinds, from gilbert and sullivan to 
handel to sousa marches to chuck 
Berry. a lifelong trumpet player, 
he also was an actor and a singer. 
he sang in the ascension church 
choir and the lehmann college & 
community chorus, was a legend 
of the yale university precision 
marching Band, and late in life even 
made his off-off-Broadway debut in 
an experimental theatre piece. Jim 
was a kind, compassionate, upbeat, 
witty man and a beloved friend to 
many regians. his classmates and 
the broader regis community are 
grateful for his dedicated service 
as class correspondent and his 

devotion to regis. please keep 
Jim’s wife, Dr. shauna Vey p’03, 
and his family in your prayers. The 
Development office is working to 
identify a new correspondent for the 
class.

1969
Bart robbett, bart@robbett.com

chad Gaffield sends greetings from 
our upstairs neighbor, canada, 
“Wasn’t 2019 a great year???!!! 
one highlight for pam and me was 
the visit of john and Ann kearney 
in september. They had not been 
to ottawa before and we had a 
wonderful time visiting canada’s 
capital while having more great 
conversations about the past and 
present. We made plans to visit 
them this summer in nJ while also 
anticipating the ottawa visit of 
john and kim Gimblette. The best 
laid plans. ah well, regis taught 
us how to deal with any situation, 
right???!!! We are looking forward 
to re-launching such visits as soon 
as possible.” Mike d’Angelo writes, 
“Deb and i have been splitting 
our time between north potomac, 
maryland and Bradley Beach, new 
Jersey, since retiring several years 
ago. our four children are pretty 
widely dispersed across california, 
colorado, michigan, and maryland. 
Fortunately, everyone is healthy 
and pursuing a career. We are 
looking forward to a lengthy road 
trip once things settle down.” joe 
Travo reports on social distancing 
on one block in Visalia, ca, “our 
long-time neighbors, Jim and olga, 
had decided to move closer to 
their kids and grandkids. although 
coViD-19 has kept us from getting 
together to do anything for them, 
cassie and i were able to get photos 
of all 7 neighbors in front of their 
own homes holding a blank poster, 
and then we photoshopped it 
all together with our message to 
them: ‘all-of-us-will-really-miss-you.’ 
so, we did kind of get together.” 
jim cunningham is “heavy into 
grandkids and harvesting my better 
half’s tomatoes. irish dancing and 
gym are shut down still. oh, for an 
irish pub and a long tall draft. Be 
well.” joe sclafani sent an update 
on his story: “i returned to the us in 
2018 after living in malawi for four 
years working for Baylor college of 
medicine as the Director for their 
global Women’s health program. 
During those four years i was part 

of a multinational consortium to 
establish the first residency program 
in obstetrics and gynecology in the 
country. upon my return to new 
york, i worked for a year in a hospital 
in Westchester, but it never matched 
my experiences in africa, so i retired 
from clinical practice 1 year ago. 
coViD-19 has put the brakes on 
my travels to africa for a while. i am 
currently writing an implementation 
plan for a usaiD maternal mortality 
project in madagascar. Working 
behind a desk is not the same as 
working in the operating room, 
but it will have to do. my goal is to 
get vaccinated in 2021 and head to 
madagascar to work more directly 
on the project. For the past two 
years, i have also been volunteering 
at the new york archdiocese for the 
cause for canonization of Dorothy 
Day. Dorothy was a 20th century 
catholic writer and activist who 
lived on the lower east side of 
new york, advocating for the poor 
and promoting peace for almost 50 
years. Dorothy’s story is as relevant 
today as it was in the 1960’s.” jeff 
Burke sends a message of good 
news: “o frabjous day! (1) The 
slough of Despond (2) is drained./ 
The quondam* company that laid 
me off in the cruelest month (3)/ 
Wants me back on the chain gang 
(4) in september./ Blue cross! 
magdalena, [not] my daughter dear 
(5)/ retirement remains an elusive 
butterfly. (6) -1: carroll; 2: Bunyan; *: 
half-sheet quiz; 3: eliot; 4: hynde; 
5: Zappa; 6: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=n_l4rkiibte.”

1970
Kevin conboy 
 kevinpatrickconboy@gmail.com 

Jack regan, fmfats@comcast.net

This update was prepared at the 
end of July before any determination 
had been made to postpone once 
again the lth reunion scheduled 
in october. While we were all 
disappointed that the June soiree 
did not happen as planned, we had 
an excellent gathering of over 40 
alumni via Zoom celebrating the 
anniversary of our graduation on 
June 16. glasses (including one 
of Wild heaven Fauci spring pale 
ale) were raised to classmates no 
longer with us and many hoary 
stories were pulled from deep in the 
collective memory (one involved 
the Junior retreat at inisfada, the 
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nassau county police Department, 
and several severe cases of poison 
oak rash). should we be obliged 
to further postpone the party, we 
will plan another virtual meeting 
but look forward to the time when 
we can regale and embarrass 
each other face to face safely. The 
meeting jogged the memory of rick 
Antosh and he related to your class 
correspondents an occasion in 1972 
when he and some friends accessed 
a small club in Westhampton 
Beach, The long island potato, via 
a back door because the joint was 
packed to capacity. shortly before 
they were 86ed by management 
for avoiding the cover charge, rick 
noticed what he thought were some 
familiar faces on the tiny bandstand. 
The house band at the potato that 
summer was cottonmouth, and 
the band had made a bit of a stir 
in the hamptons. The lead singer 
and songwriter for the group was 
dennis Blair while other members 
were John Durkin who went on to 
become a successful restaurateur 
and mayor of port Washington, 
and two Fordham prep class of ’71 
grads pete saladino (who attended 
regis for three years) and larry 
campbell, who became one of the 
most valuable sidemen in pop 
music history, spending years in Bob 
Dylan’s touring band and as levon 
helm’s musical director at The Barn 
in Woodstock. jay Allen was often 
seen at The potato capitalizing on 
his strong resemblance to Jerry 
garcia, while jack regan was “the 
guy with a car” who would drive 
the band out to the south Fork for 
free drinks and giggles. ken dee 
was on the scene, and one would 
often see Ed Murphy hanging out 
after his summer day gig as a waiter 
in a Westhampton deli. We were 
happy to corroborate for rick that 
this was not a fever dream that 
has been nagging the back of his 
mind for 48 years. also on June 
16, Bruce williamson received 
the charlottesville-albemarle Bar 
association’s lifetime service 
award. Bruce is a past-president and 
has served his local bar association 
in a variety of capacities up to the 
present time. he is a past-president 
of both the Virginia association 
of criminal Defense lawyers and 
the charlottesville area criminal 
Bar association. he served as 
a substitute Judge in the local 
general District court for a dozen 

years and was a member of the 
adjunct Faculty at the university of 
Virginia law school for many years. 
congratulations to joe Loffredo, 
who reports that he was promoted 
in april to Deputy general manager 
of the new york Branch of the 
china merchants Bank. Joe and 
his wife Diane have lived in glen 
rock, nJ for over 40 years. Their 
son Dennis is a Vp operations 
strategy for iT in pasadena and his 
daughter Donna is an executive 
editor at penguin random house 
in new york city. you are strongly 
urged to submit your profiles and 
reflections to https://www.regis.
org/alumniprofile/submission.
cfm?gradyear=1970. many of your 
classmates have done so already; it’s 
a great way to catch up on our lives, 
whether you can make it to the lth 
or not. here is an excerpt from john 
Potapchuk’s entry: “We are blessed 
to have a large, extended family — 
between Kathy and i there are 11 
siblings, 39 nieces and nephews 
and 15 great nieces/nephews. 
summers on the beach and parties 
on our deck with countless family 
members and friends are priceless! 
i remain close with my friends from 
Boston college, one of whom is 
Tom neufeld. i continue to be a 
big-time sports fan and particularly 
enjoy debating the merits of the red 
sox and mets with diehard yankee 
fans. although i live on long island, 
i purchase season ticket packages 
for both Boston college Football 
and the Boston red sox every 
year. life is good and i have been 
incredibly blessed in so many ways 
for so many years! i am grateful to 
regis for providing me with a strong 
foundation in the early stages of 
life’s journey.” Tom derise chimes 
in: “i spent most of my career in 
commercial Banking and public 
accounting. i got my cpa license 
at age 45 after going back to st. 
peter’s for the necessary courses. 
i teach audit and compliance 
courses now about 30 days a year. 
Donna and i both retired in 2017. 
cecily rose, our granddaughter, 
arrived the same year. Donna and 
i are celebrating our 40th wedding 
anniversary this coming november. i 
can’t find anyone to jam with — the 
ones i’ve found online require you 
to sign up for a specific instrument 
(no split assignments) and learn 
a set list of songs — that’s not 
jamming! if you’re in north Jersey 

and want to jam, please let me 
know!” roger Flahive and his wife 
eileen have retired to new Jersey 
after careers in massachusetts. They 
stay close to home, walking the 
hounds, and visiting with friends 
and family through Zoom. on 
July 8, We received a preliminary 
report from megwin hoopes at 
regis; megwin was a terrific help 
to Bruce williamson, jack Martin, 
Buzz doherty and kevin conboy 
in contacting our classmates in 
the most appropriate ways, in 
connection with the 50th anniversary 
of our graduation. (Thanks as well 
to jim Harkins and others of you 
who pitched in and helped us reach 
as much of our far-flung group 
as possible.) it appears that our 
class raised (in cash and pledges) 
over $420,000, with 55% of the 
class participating, substantial 
increases over the $304,521 and 39% 
numbers from last year. megwin was 
especially pleased (as are we all) that 
15 of the 69 donors had not donated 
to regis in recent years. also in the 
mix of good news is that our class 
featured 22 mates who gave at the 
order of the owl ($3,000) level. The 
dollars are crucial to the school, but 
the percentage is important to us, 
the class of 1970. 

1971
luke garvey, garvluke22@gmail.com 

roger rooney, rooney414@aol.com

1972
Kevin Farrelly, kjf@farrellylaw.com

sorry to report that Michael 
o’rourke’s mother, catherine, 
has died from a coViD related 
illness. Matt dineen’s daughter, 
ali, released her second album of 
original songs, the “hold on” ep, 
digitally and on vinyl on spirit house 
records. matt says “the album gives 
heart, hope and a fierce rallying call 
for the love and human connection 
we need as we move through 
2020.” Mike Molyneux reports 
that he participated in a Zoom 
reunion organized by Vin Grosso, 
along with Herb webner, kevin Gil, 
Bob rosentel, Tom dinger, Frank 
Gulino, Mike davies, Greg syrek, 
and rich reina. mike also points 
out the beautiful photographs of 
nyc and other places which lou 
garavanta, sJ, regularly posts on 
Facebook. lou, who now teaches 
at Xavier, has a keen eye for color, 

lighting, and shapes. Bob schneider 
is now a third degree Knight of 
columbus.

1973
Bob Billings, giacomin@aol.com

1974
John canavan, canavan180@aol.
com

Peter rivera writes: “i married lynn 
Behrendt in august 2019 and we are 
now living in poughkeepsie. i am 
teaching at manhattanville college 
where my son is a sophomore. his 
twin sister is attending ithaca. my 
long, slow slog toward a doctorate 
from pace made a huge step forward 
with an accepted dissertation 
proposal in the spring. hopefully, 
the pain will be over this fall.” 
robert McGrath writes: “i changed 
my shirt last week!” and “i’m happy 
to say i’m no longer the chair of 
psychology at Fairleigh Dickinson 
university. after two years in which 
reorganizing the university was 
immediately followed by coViD, i 
will happily go back to teaching and 
research. i just switched computers 
and came across pictures from 
a dinner my wife and i had with 
Tony Fischetti and his wife, Jim 
mcconnell, and George nowak back 
when the world was more normal.” 
Patrick nolan writes: “my second 
grandchild arrived on may 7th, 
nolan James Quesnell, 10 lbs. 8 oz. 
(the weight trait was inherited from 
his maternal grandfather). Thanks 
to the pandemic, it took us about a 
month to meet him in person, but 
he is happy and healthy and his big 
sister, mom and Dad are all well too, 
thank god.” Thomas dudar reports 
that “mary and i finally decided 
where to live in retirement after a 
lengthy and far flung search. We 
are happy to call sarasota our new 
home and relieved to have escaped 
from illinois. selling, buying, and 
moving during a pandemic are 
experiences we hope to never 
have to live through again. all are 
welcome to visit. We are truly empty 
nesters now that our youngest son, 
ryan ‘graduated’ from purdue with 
a Bs in civil engineering.” james 
cummings writes: “here’s the news 
from slingerlands, ny. my wife 
Debbie (also a pediatric specialist) 
still hasn’t retired, even though i 
‘quit’ my full-time clinical job almost 
2 years ago. her excuse not to join 
me in retirement is that i haven’t 
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really retired. i guess that’s kinda 
true. after a year of mostly being 
home i was asked to come back and 
provide per diem coverage for my 
overworked former partners. and 
shortly after that i was offered a 
part-time position as chief medical 
officer for a small biotech company. 
They wanted a full-time cmo but 
during this past year i embarked 
on a childhood dream - that of 
becoming a private pilot. i soloed 
back in may and hope to take my 
licensing exams (written, oral, and 
practical) by end of summer. it’s 
been a lot of work — putting in 
10-12 hours a week between flying 
and studying — but i absolutely 
loVe it. on the family side, my 
younger son chris was supposed 
to get married this october, but the 
coViD pandemic turned everyone’s 
plans upside down. he and his 
lovely fiancée robin will still be 
getting married this fall, but in a 
small private ceremony. We will 
have to wait until next october to 
have the actual celebration, which 
will be at ommegang Brewery 
in cooperstown (don’t ask). my 
older son, Jimmy, is co-Director of 
communication research at Boston 
u and is taking advantage of the 
classroom shutdowns to do a lot 
of hiking and camping throughout 
the northeast. our daughter, Jillian, 
is working as a junior architect in 
Brooklyn, hoping to complete her 
exhaustive licensing exams later this 
year.” carl Barbera writes: “We will 
be moving out of new york state 
sometime soon. not that i don’t like 
the confiscatory taxes or being told 

how to live every detail of my life, 
or anything. i just feel the need for 
a winning sports team. my eldest 
daughter has been established 
in san Diego for a while. she’s a 
paralegal for a big firm out there, 
and in cali, you need a lawyer to 
buy a ham sandwich, so she’s off 
Daddy’s payroll. my middle daughter 
just started in her endodontic 
practice in portland, me, so she’s 
off the payroll. i’m sending free 
candy to all the schools in southern 
maine just to boost business. my 
youngest has begun her doctorate 
program in environmental biology at 
notre Dame, so she’s off the payroll. 
she’s presently trapping midges in 
colorado. not sure how you trap a 
midge. i think they use something 
like a bear trap, just very, very tiny. 
so papa Bear is free to live a life 
of leisure and misanthropy.” Len 
scarpinato writes: “my son mark 
(actual name: mario after my dad 
in a good italian tradition) virtually 
graduated from medical college 
of Wisconsin ( the old marquette 
med school). another tradition — i 
hooded him. you may remember 
i taught there for 13 years...he 
matched in The university of Denver 
internal medicine program — where 
he was promptly started in the 
coViD icu. he is actually thinking 
of following in Dad’s footsteps and 
doing critical care as a specialty! 
summer is here and i am spending 
as much time as possible at my 
Wisconsin lake house — i managed 
to avoid coViD, the riots, and 
everything else chicago wants to 
share. i try to keep in touch with 

jimTynion and now Tom dudar 
left and is in Fla. i sold my last 
rental duplex in Wisconsin and may 
actually eventually retire — but 
the company i work for has a very 
‘Jesuit’ mission and i am really 
enjoying medicine! last week i 
virtually attended the chicago regis 
reunion — we are old!!!! in my 
spare time i am getting back into 
audio — i still have the Bose 901 
speakers carl started helping me to 
build when i visited him at cornell 
— thanks again! i finally have the 
money for mcintosh and Thiels. 
hope you all are well!” richard 
o’Leary writes: “i am trying to stay 
safe in this time of coronavirus. 
i enjoyed all the emails from the 
class of 1974. not much to report. i 
am still working, looking forward to 
retirement when the last tuition bill 
is paid!”

1975
steve Tranchina, 
stevetranchina57@gmail.com

michael Del rosso, 
m.j.delrosso@ieee.org

1976
Jon powers, powersol@aol.com 

chris lowney, 
chrislowney@gmail.com

The “new hampshire” team of 
Andy Merola, john denari, Peter 
Baecher, and rob Franco got 
together (at a social distance) over 
the summer.

1977
Joe mcaleer,  
oe.c.mcaleer@gmail.com

Jim shanahan, 
shanahan@warwick.net

Mike Bellissimo reports his 
daughter elisabeth has begun her 
career as a nurse practitioner at 
columbia presbyterian in pediatric 
rehab. “after four months caring for 
pediatric coronavirus patients at mt 
sinai we are glad for her safe exit 
from the frontline. We also pray for 
all fellow regians and their families 
for a safe return from this terrible 
pandemic.”

1978
Bernie Kilkelly, bjkilkelly@gmail.com

The class of ‘78 is united in 
sadness for the passing of beloved 
teachers robert sikso and peter 
cacio, may they rest in peace. 
Phil Guarco has become a regular 
guest on Bloomberg TV and other 
financial news outlets as an expert 
on fixed income markets in his 
role as executive Director and 
chief investment strategist for 
J.p. morgan private Bank. Martin 
snow, owner of Trinity Boxing club 
in new york and los angeles, is 
enjoying lots of screen time on TV 
as the trainer of one of the stars of 
“real housewives of new york.” 
Just before the pandemic shut down 
the college basketball season, Tom 
Burgess and Bernie kilkelly met up 
with fellow Flushingite and one of 
our favorite regis classmates Pat 
crilley to cheer on the st. John’s red 

classmates andy merola ’76, John Denari ’76, peter Baecher ’76, and rob Franco ’76 got together (at a social distance) this summer. 
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storm in a big upset over creighton 
(sorry Tom!). 

1979
rick Weber, weberrick@earthlink.net

russ Altman reports that he has 
been a grandfather now for two 
years. little Theo (son of daughter, 
rosie) is now almost 2 years old, 
lives 20 minutes from russ, and is a 
total joy. russ’s poV: nothing better 
than being a grandparent! Bob 
schmidt has been repatriated to the 
us after a three-year assignment 
in Japan with Deloitte. Bob is also 
a relatively new member of the 
grandfather club, enjoying life with 
his 1-year-old granddaughter amelia. 
steve okonski writes that his 
first quantum physics book, titled 
Reality’s Prism, has been published. 
Wow! in it steve proposes that not 
only do many-worlds (many parallel 
universes) exist, experiments reveal 
those worlds interact. The book, 
intended for a general audience, is a 
blend of popular science and steve’s 
research. Tim Murphy in adapting 
to the coViD reality of 2020 has 
arranged five class of ’79 Zoom 
cocktail hours between april & July. 
The attendees have included ivan 
Lozowy from ukraine, john scola 
from arizona, rich walczewski 
from “the road,” john Morgan from 
Brooklyn, dave white, deacon joe 
santiago, joe Faga, john Becker, 
kevin downes, Fabian Fondriest, 
Ed Hayes, Frank Messina, don 
diverio, Marcos rodriguez, kevin 
rochford, john Leavy, Bill Tietjen, 
Bobby Mcdermott, Tom watson, 
Peter Barrasso, Benson Louie, john 
Haddad ... and Tim of course. Tim 
believes Pat norberto has attended 
every single one of these cocktail 
hours, and he’s been in charge 
of taking the group photo. ray 
norberto showed up to one too. 
sorry if we missed a few people. Tim 
used the photos to help remember 
but not everyone was still on Zoom 
when the photos were taken. some 
news from these cocktail hours: 
john scola is bringing a great, 
strong, mentally tough attitude to 
his fight against cancer. Deacon 
Joe recently welcomed a beautiful 
new granddaughter into his family. 
overall, it’s been great seeing 
and hearing from old friends.Bob 
zielinski, also joining the Zoom 
calls, “is hanging tough and sends 
his love from puerto rico, despite 

9 plagues: dengue, chikungunya, 
zika, coViD, drought, saharan dust, 
earthquakes, tropical storms, and 
bankruptcy. But he and wife maria 
are well. gracias a Dios!”

1980
William passannante, 
wpassannante@gmail.com

Frank whelan reports a surprising 
interaction in a surgical suite. Frank, 
always one to keep himself well-
maintained, was having cataract 
surgery at columbia-presbyterian 
hospital in new york. a series of 
masked and gowned professionals 
cycled through each following their 
checklists. Finally, a dashing doctor 
asks, “are you Frank Whelan? and 
did you go to regis?” on hearing 
the affirmative, anesthesiologist 
charles F. cain, Md announced 
himself from behind the mask. small 
world indeed. ken Berger wishes 
our class well and reports no real 
milestones, but that he and Trish 
are enjoying their airstream trailer, 
which they bought last year. Timing 
was great with no desire to get on a 
plane or stay at a hotel these days. 
currently Ken is spending most of 
his time up and down the pacific 
coast. still enjoying san Diego. 
Ken sends his best to all. mary and 
Paul squire report that their oldest 
daughter claire has graduated from 
the university of notre Dame in 
indiana magna cum laude and that 
their daughter maddie is entering 
her Junior year on-campus at colby 
college in Waterville, maine. colby 
college is addressing pandemic 
preparedness with universal testing 
for novel coronavirus. paul sends his 
regards to the entire class.

1981
John Dieffenbach, 
jjdieffenbach@gmail.com

The class of 81 held two Zoom 
reunions in may, featuring (in no 
particular order) john conlon, 
Mark Mitchell, Mike Morriss, 
Mike Allocca, Aj smith, Tom 
knierim, Fred Basedow, john 
jurkovic, Mike rendich, Bruce 
Monte, carl catauro, Paula neira, 
Gus Haracopos, john Gillen, 
john Peelen, Pedro ramirez, 
ray cappiello, Tom Fergus, Tom 
Mccluskey, steve Gyenis, rich 
Truta, Matt o’Brien, Ed Gillespie, 
Bob schirling, Fred Martin, david 
klein, Phil onorato, and john 

delaney (sorry if i said you were 
there and you weren’t or you were 
there and i missed you. There were 
too many talking heads to track!). 
john dieffenbach and his wife, 
anne, welcomed a granddaughter in 
June, charlotte rose garis. John’s 
daughter, rose, lives in philly, and 
the goal now is to make charlotte a 
giants fan before the eagles get to 
her. Mike sanderson and his wife, 
Kim, left the confines of Brooklyn for 
Brookline last year. (oK, it’s salem; 
but wouldn’t it have been cool if it 
was Brooklyn to Brookline?) mike 
is an accountant with executive 
search firm isaacson miller. john 
conlon’s son graduated regis 
in 2019 and attends holy cross, 
joining his sisters eleanor and anna. 
john ’19 enjoyed his time at regis, 
finishing as a captain on the city 
championship volleyball team. john 
’81 enjoyed attending many of the 
games with kieran cassady ’80, Pat 
McGoldrick ’82, as well as Timo ’80 
and Andy McGillicudy ’83, whose 
sons and nephews were on the 
teams over the years. Phil onorato 
was appointed chief executive 
officer of Brooklyn plaza medical 
center, inc., located in Fort greene, 
Brooklyn. Mike Allocca will join the 
religion department at st. peter’s 
prep, Jersey city, as a member of the 
faculty. Fred Basedow and his wife 
made the trip from nJ to cT for a 
day of social-distance reminiscing, 
hiking, and outdoor dining with Ed 
Gillespie and his family. ed also 
writes that his company, Bizmark, 
received a Top award from the 
ana (association of national 

advertisers) taking the bronze in 
B2B small advertising agency of 
the year as well as best-of-the-year 
awards in three categories: B2B 
product launch, account Based 
marketing, and Direct response 
marketing. 

1982
mark young, 
youngmd64@gmail.com

2020 has been about as tough as 
they come with everything going on 
in the country and world. in that 
context, i’ve got to give a big shout 
out to our class, which responded to 
my call for updates “qum magnum 
studium” (if i got the latin wrong, 
you can blame Father lynch). i 
believe we have a record number of 
submissions since i took over these 
duties, including Lev chepelsky’s 
communication that he hopes i get 
“precisely *null* positive responses” 
to my offer to remove names from 
the class email list. i am now 
pouring through my old math (?) 
textbooks to clarify what he means. 
speaking of mathematics, Pat Lopez 
expressed his regrets at the passing 
of mr. robert sikso. he recalled the 
moment in either our junior or 
senior year when he was home 
watching television and discovered 
that our brilliant mathematics 
teacher had a second career as an 
actor. (search “1982 raisinets 
Theater candy TV commercial” on 
youTube to find the commercial.) 
pat writes, “i’ll never forget coming 
in the next day, standing over his 
desk and whispering ‘lawrence of 
raisinettes’ and watching his face 

Before the pandemic ended the college basketball season, pat crilley ’78, Tom Burgess 
’78, and Bernie Kilkelly ’78 got together to watch st. John’s defeat creighton. 
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drop.” pat reports he and his family 
have spent much of the spring and 
summer in rhode island. The 
pandemic has produced its fair 
share of ups and downs. Paul 
collins left his role at playworks due 
to coViD-19. While looking for his 
next challenge, he has been doing a 
lot of biking and hiking in the Bay 
area, a ton of reading, enjoying an 
occasional adult beverage, and 
supporting the #Blm movement 
whenever he can. sean reddington 
is a first-time contributor to 
prowlings. Welcome, sean! he 
reports that he has been working at 
the Federal reserve Bank of ny for 
the past five years as a bank 
examiner after a long career at Bnp 
paribas as a managing Director in 
Fixed income. his daughters paige 
(amherst) and grace (cornell) 
moved back in to the house with 
him and his wife hollie and their 
brother callum in march. sean is in 
touch with Greg Pitaro and Bob 
Maggiacomo. he ran into john 
Larocca at the bus stop in 
montclair, nJ a few years ago. i 
guess that gets John off the hook, 
who wrote to me last week to say he 
has nothing to report. The “nothing 
to report” crew also includes Mario 
casella, who must be too busy 
enjoying the beach on long island 
to think of anything to write. he 
can’t blame his typically robust 
music concert itinerary for the 
absence of a submission. coViD 
put a wrinkle in joe Peiser’s plans. 
he and his wife andrea moved to 
hoboken as recently minted empty 
nesters to be closer to nyc and so 
he could have a short commute to 
Downtown. But due to coViD they 
are no longer empty nesters and 
Joe’s commute got even shorter — 
from bed to laptop in 20 seconds! 
Greg Pitaro, Tony spina, john 
Larocca (“mr. nothing to report” 
shows up again), Mike Madigan, 
and Larry Lonergan held a coViD 
Zoom call to catch up. greg 
reports that he is still practicing 
internal medicine in the same 
practice with two fellow regians — 
joe deVito ’84 and Frank o’Brien 
’74. greg’s son nicky ’16 just 
graduated college and will be 
starting medical school at mt. sinai 
medical center in the Fall. greg 
spent two weeks volunteering at one 
of the coViD wards at nyu-
langone hospital. on a somber 
note, Pat McGoldrick’s father 

passed away in June. condolences 
to the entire mcgoldrick Family 
including pat’s brother raymond 
McGoldrick ’84 and his son Patrick 
’18. warren Finnerty posted a series 
of impressive Facebook updates 
regarding his biking exploits. When 
the 2020 north east aiDs ride was 
canceled, he logged a 258-mile one-
day trek from Boston to nyc, raising 
a lot of funds in the process. Then 
he was off to the rockies and 
completed a bucket list ride from 
Durango to ouray, which included 
three mountain passes at 10,500-
foot elevation. don Hess has been 
living in Boston for the last 20 years, 
working as a surgeon at Boston 
medical center — a hospital that 
was hit pretty hard with the surge of 
coViD-19 patients in april. Don 
reports that the good news is the 
hospital never had an issue with 
ppe, and the staff weathered it well. 
prior to the pandemic, Don joined 
Tony deBlasi, joe ryan, and kieran 
Buckley for a drink at a local irish 
bar, Doyle’s, in the final weeks 
before it closed. Don’s older sister 
had two of her sons graduate from 
regis this year (one other starts 
senior year in the fall). The american 
West is also popular with the class 
of 1982. Ben sokolow has been 
living in utah since 2006 with his 
wife Dixie harris and their two 
daughters. They’re prepping to be 
empty nesters this Fall (maybe it will 
last longer than joe Peiser’s foray) 
with Valerie a junior at W&l and 
annelise a freshman at carleton. 
Ben states, “Between vaping and 
coViD-19, Dixie has been quite busy 
this past year. she’s a pulmonary 
critical care physician at 
intermountain healthcare, and as 
such she was the first to alert the 
utah Department of health about a 
possible sickness/vaping 
connection. she also spent two 
weeks in new york helping the 
northwell health system during 
their coViD-19 surge.” Ben is a 
consultant in the healthcare data 
analytics area. Back east, Tom 
kwiatkowski is living in the 
Berkshires with his wife and 
daughter. he is a staff neurologist 
at Berkshire medical. he is still in 
touch with charlie Bailey, who is a 
pediatric oncologist and 
Bioinformatics “guru” at upenn. 
When i asked Tom to say hi to arlo 
guthrie for me the next time he sees 
him on main street in West 

stockbridge, he pointed out that 
arlo, his daughter, and grandson 
have all been patients. i guess you 
can get anything you want at Tom’s 
restaurant (er, hospital). john 
conway is never short on stories. i 
would not do his latest offering 
justice by paraphrasing, so i’m 
going to copy his narrative verbatim. 
“here’s an example of how weird 
our world has become. my wife 
peggy became very ill in the 
beginning of may. essentially her 
pancreas stopped functioning 
properly and her blood sugar levels 
rose as high as 700. so she got 
hospitalized for a week. her nurse 
told her that she was her only 
patient not on a ventilator, and that 
it was nice to have someone to talk 
to! my wife was also one of only 
three patients in the hospital who 
did not have coViD. When she was 
being released, she asked to be 
tested again, because she was going 
home to someone who had co-
morbidities (guess who?). They 
refused to test her because she was 
asymptomatic! however, my boss 
called me the following day and told 
me that he needed a haircut so he 
had arranged for him and his barber 
to get tested and well as his wife and 
her hairstylist!” carlo deLuna and 
his wife Doreen celebrated their 
20th wedding anniversary in June 
with their three boys - Bobby, richie, 
and gabe. Bill Mitchell is preparing 
to drop his oldest son off at the 
university of notre Dame to begin 
his freshman year. he will be going 
through the college process again 
this fall with his daughter, and 
another two sons to follow after that. 
Bill and family have lived on saint 
simons island for 20 years, where 
he practices plastic surgery. he 
boasts that saint simons island is 
“a great place to live and vacation 
(and great retirement spot for future 
reference) - beaches, golf, tennis, 
boating, fishing, winters not bad at 
all.” joe shalhoub checked in to say 
hello. his son will be an eighth 
grader this year, and Joe says, “i 
have come to the sad realization 
that Boston to manhattan is 
probably just too much of a 
commute for him to consider 
applying to regis. it’s probably 
almost as bad as staten island to 
regis!!” Joe says he speaks to Terry 
McGovern on a regular basis. There 
are a few more family educational 
milestones to report. Tim dowling’s 

son Dean will be attending Davidson 
college this Fall after virtually 
teaching middle school students as 
a Breakthrough Fellow this summer. 
Bill Bartlett’s youngest daughter 
Becca graduated virtually from elon 
university in may. he says they all 
still plan on going back whenever it’s 
safe to do a full on-campus, in-
person graduation ceremony, even if 
it’s all the way into spring of 2021. 
elon has a tradition where they do a 
large ceremony on opening day 
where each freshman gets an acorn 
that they’re supposed to keep until 
they graduate – there’s a 
significance of elon and “under the 
oaks” - and then on graduation day, 
they trade in their acorn for an oak 
sapling signifying their growth. 
none of the students or the school 
wanted to miss out on the tradition. 
Arthur Xanthos had one more 
college graduation in may – Kiera 
from emory – making it two college 
tuitions down and two left. he and 
his wife colleen are working 
remotely from home. arthur says, 
“so far i haven’t overstayed my 
welcome here. Things that are 
different since the pandemic: daily 
checks to make sure the fridge is 
stocked and the wine level is 
adequate, more calls and check-ins 
with friends and family, and more 
appreciation for you guys who were 
brave enough to take computer 
science and ended up working in iT, 
keeping everything running for the 
rest of us.” after being an empty 
nester for the last four years, coViD 
struck and Fred Lynch was suddenly 
joined at home by his son’s five-
person rock band, his daughter and 
her boyfriend, and his three nieces. 
They spent the next few weeks eating 
and drinking Fred out of house and 
home. Fred remarked that he should 
have filmed a reality show 
documenting the experience. The 
band, parrotfish, recorded an ep and 
even let Fred sing harmony on their 
new song “higher love.” a live 
performance of the song can be 
watched at: https://youtu.be/
trnioiTD22e. Fred is living in Tampa 
and was just about to sign for an 
apartment in nyc when coViD 
struck. chris Barnett checked in and 
reported that he and his wife patti 
have been married since 2001 and 
are living in Kansas city. he said it is 
nice to have a super Bowl win in his 
hometown. i’m not sure if he really 
is a chiefs fan or if that is just a shot 
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at ny Jets fans. chris’s son evan is 
15, playing competitive soccer, and 
will be studying Bc calculus in the 
Fall and expecting his dad to be 
helpful with the homework. chris’ 
daughter Juliet is 17 and playing 
varsity basketball and going into 
senior year in the Fall. she is 
planning to study civil engineering in 
college. chris himself started Barnett 
strategies in summer 2017 and is 
working with tech start-ups on 
business development and 
marketing. as for me, i’ve been 
largely teleworking since march. 
coViD has decimated mass transit 
and i have been working with my 
colleagues at the mTa to help get 
through this unprecedented crisis. a 
June family trip to Disney World was 
canceled and replaced by an august 
trip to the adirondacks. my wife Zoe 
and our two toddlers Tate and pippa 
can’t wait for a much-needed escape 
to nature. if anyone has any contact 
information for the following “lost 
classmates” let me know and i will 
forward to the regis Development 
office: Al Blumenstock, christopher 
carl, Mario consing, john deriso, 
Eugene Fee, Vincent Garofalo, Peter 
Laino, john Lawler, Anthony 
Ligouri, Horace Lindsay, Marc 
Muschitiello, john Mcdermott, 
don Murray, Gregory Pierce, Matt 
rafferty, Michael reine, Tom ryan, 
Tom sands, Bill smith, steven 
stalzer, Michael stewart, Michael 
straub, chet szatkowski, joe Titta, 
ray Toledo, Mark Varous, Edgar 
zaragoza, or william ziruolo. if you 
are one of these wayward regians 
yourself, it is in your hands. Well, 
that’s a wrap. We got 32 classmate 
citations in this submission (not 
counting the “lost souls”). good 
job! stay safe, healthy, and happy.

1983
Joe accetta, jaccetta.sr@gmail.com

1984
mike horowitz, macwitz@aol.com 

raymond mcgoldrick, 
rmcgoldrick@yahoo.com

on June 27, chuck detrizio passed 
away suddenly and unexpectedly. as 
soon as we heard the news, there 
was a flurry of emails back and forth 
amongst our class. The recurring 
theme was simple and clear: chuck 
was a good guy who will be missed 
by all. here is a link to a tribute that 
appeared on his law firm’s web site: 

www.shermanwells.com/charles_
detrizio_memoriam. kieran Fallon 
suggested we take up a collection to 
make a donation in chuck’s name 
and, as is always the case, our class 
quickly came together in a time of 
need. in about one week, we raised 
over $8,000! part of that was put 
towards a floral arrangement that 
was delivered to the funeral home 
for chuck’s wake (kudos to jim 
Mcdonnell for getting that done), 
while the rest was donated to regis 
in chuck’s memory. as Kieran said 
“it has been really heartwarming to 
see so many pitch in to make this 
gift possible. i know chuck would 
be overwhelmed.” in an effort to 
change gears and lighten the mood, 
i offer up a poem written by our 
class poet laureate--Pat coffey--as 
a combined tribute to dr. Tony 
Fauci ’58 (class of ’58) and our 
own jaroslaw kicuik: “While your 
nickname may rhyme with slouch,/
As all your classmates will avouch,/ 
Orwell’s class is proud of their 
Slawch,/While the Class of ’58 claims 
a Fauch!” Al deGrasse writes: “last 
year i gave up on sleeping, walking, 
sitting or living without nerve pain. 
less than one year after spine 
surgery, i laced ‘em up for raBl and 
took on Bethpage Black (paired with 
mets prospect gavin garay!). god is 
good, the columbia spine institute 
is good, and the raBl squad 
remains pure ‘84. But until ‘58 joins 
the league, i’m not buying the Fauci 
hoops hype.” Pete webner’s small 
biotec — Zionexa usa — has had 
its first Diagnostic imaging drug 
for recurrent or metastatic Breast 
cancer, cerianna, approved by the 
FDa (www.cerianna.com). They will 
be launching commercial production 
with siemens healthineers peTneT 
solutions in early 2021. kieran 
o’connor’s son, matthew, has 
graduated from skidmore college 
with a degree in computer science 
and mathematics. he is currently 
working for epic systems in 
madison, Wi. epic is a large maker 
of health care software. Finally, 
please remember the family of Pat 
’82 and ray McGoldrick, who lost 
their father in June. 

1985
Tom Flood, thomasflood@sfc.edu

Wishing you and your loved ones 
well during these challenging 
times — you all are in our daily 

prayers. not too long ago, i shared 
a note with our class about “r & 
r.” The first “r” was about regis 
and reunion – 35 years since our 
graduation from 55 e. 84th st. our 
plan was to gather on april 4th 
with classmates and spouses, with 
the goal to reminisce and reflect 
on what regis has meant to our 
families, careers, and service to 
others — while also having lots 
of belly laughs. needless to say, 
coViD-19 derailed our plan so we 
will have to wait for our reunion — 
but the good news, the plan is to 
have it next spring while sharing 
it with the class of ’86. The more 
the merrier (regians, stories, and 
laughs) — and 85/86 have always 
been close, so much so they have 
now united in the regis alumni 
Basketball league effort. We look 
forward to gathering for our 35ths 

next spring. The second “r” relates 
to us being Men for Others and 
perhaps in this instance being 
men for a brother, one of our own. 
ross dobson and his family had 
a devastating fire at their home 
— they were displaced, almost 
nothing salvageable, a long time 
before they have a home to return 
to, and extremely sad, their dog 
Bailey perished in the fire. ross, his 
wife, and two young lads need to 
replace everything. so, we thought 
we could help in a small way. many 
of us checked in with ross — it 
says so much about us as regians, 
as a class, as brothers. We asked 
him what he needs, how could we 

help? not surprisingly, he said he 
didn’t need anything — but during 
my conversation with him, he 
shared ever-so-humbly that there 
are some needs, so based on the 
recommendations of other 85ers, we 
did a class-collection for ross and 
family. personally, it was touching 
to be on the receiving end of the 
thoughtful response, and it was a 
privilege to steward and share the 
gifts you all gave with ross and 
family. Know that he was touched 
too by the generosity and genuine 
gestures. needless to say, i was not 
surprised by the response. it was 
more evidence of what we know: 
regis teaches us lessons for life, 
produces Men for Others, and in 
the case of our class, men for our 
brothers always. so thank you for 
the generosity you share with ross, 
each other, regis, and those that 
follow us. The intention of the “r & 
r” note was to build a buzz about 
our 35th reunion, reminiscing, and 
ross but it evolved into a reflection 
and reminder of how special regis 
is, how special you are to me and we 
are to each other, and that we need 
to keep growing the gift of regis 
so others can experience it. let’s 
continue to build the buzz about 
regis and do all we can to grow the 
mission, impact, and lessons for life 
for those that follow us. From the 
bottom of my heart, thank you for 
the gift of you. We close by asking 
for one more thing — and that is 
prayers for Glenn cummins and his 
family. his mom died recently, and 

al Degrasse ’84 takes on Bethpage Black.
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we reflected with him on memories 
of his mom, and her memories 
of regis, our class, and some 
basketball adventures. The gift of 
regis is not just for the graduates 
but for the families — and glenn 
shared that through some of the 
reflections his mom shared with him 
during her final days. glenn, we pray 
for you and your loved ones, and 
we pray to your mom and ask that 
she watches over us all from above. 
here is praying for all in the class 
of ’85 and your loved ones, may you 
remain well, safe, and strong. 

1986
allan powe, allanpowe@gmail.com

Bob sciarrone, 
robsbxny@gmail.com

1987
Dave curley, curleydave@gmail.com

1988
John middleton, jrmiddletonjr@
gmail.com

jim Buck recently released the first 
single “shining Winter girl” from 
his new album “elmhurst” (named 
after where he grew up). Both are 
available on spotify, apple music, 
and other music platforms. 

1989
lolan adan, 
lolan_adan@hotmail.com 

Joe macchiarola, 
macchiarola22@gmail.com

Arsenio santos (arsenio@gmail.
com) recently celebrated his 2nd 
anniversary of retiring from the 
sF tech startup industry, and also 
celebrated 2 years working in 
engineering management at cisco 
(which was already a 100%-remote 
job, so he’s been weathering the 
world with a well-practiced hand). jP 
Freeley (jpf321@gmail.com) recently 
completed his second master’s of 
science degree, writing “This one 
is from st. John’s university in 
the field of Data science. in 1998 
i had completed my first masters 
of science in computer science at 
pace university.” Maurice dostal 
(mauricedostal@yahoo.co.uk) 
is enjoying his work at sotheby’s 
international realty and is excited 
to be assisting a first time home 
buyer with the purchase of a 
condominium in downtown Jersey 
city. jerry russello (grussello@
sidley.com) and wife lexi are back 
after 12 years to one-on-one defense 
as opposed to zone, now that 
their first is off to college. Jerry is 
spending his time going backwards, 
and is working on a children’s book 
and trying to practice law from his 
basement. 

1990
Jim Donohue, 
jimdonohue@gmail.com 

Joe sciabica, jsciabica@wagllc.com

in spite of quarantine, john Farrelly 
and his wife, aileen (D.a. ’91), and 
family had a lot to celebrate this year. 
Their oldest, ellen (23) graduated 
from manhattan college with a 
degree in chemical engineering 
and minors in chemistry and 
theatre. although her graduation 
was postponed, she was awarded 
one of manhattan college’s most 
prestigious and competitive awards, 
the gunn medal. it is awarded to the 
graduating senior who has made the 
most significant overall contribution 
to manhattan college during his 
or her undergraduate years with an 
emphasis on excellence, leadership, 
and service. ellen will be staying at 
manhattan college for a masters 
in environmental engineering. 
Their youngest, aileen mary (14) 
graduated 8th grade from The 
ursuline school in new rochelle 
and is staying on for high school. 
clare (20) is going into sophomore 
year at manhattan college, majoring 
in accounting and marketing and 

sean (17) will be going into junior 
year at loyola. everyone is working 
and taking classes this summer and 
is praying for in-person learning 
in the fall. The family escaped 
quarantine for a road trip to mount 
rushmore in July. it was a lot of 
driving, but all worth the family 
time and laughs. Eddie Gamarra 
writes: “my quarantine has been 
super busy. mediated an amicable 
divorce. sold a house. Flew in and 
out of minneapolis. Vacationed in 
the mojave Desert. Did a 12 state 
road trip over the Fourth of July. 
celebrated my 48th birthday up in 
the central coast. all while staying 
properly distancing, ever sanitized, 
and rocking my Fauci mask. By no 
means am i trying to be glib about 
coViD as i know out brothers 
have been directly impacted and 
lost loved ones. everyone is in my 
prayers.” Greg schwartz writes: 
“after spending the last 15 years 
in self-imposed exile in the wilds 
of scotland, my family and i are 
looking forward to a return to the 
u.s., with a gratefully received assist 
from Peter santoro, who not only 
provided some valuable insight as to 
the merits of the new position i was 
interested in, but importantly, put 
me in touch with the appropriate 
people within pete’s company 
(where he had been for many years, 
and where he is very well regarded 
as his classmates would expect 
to be the case) during their hiring 
process.” greg has joined the u.s. 
bond team after having tried for a 
few months to set up a new fund 
independently (turns out you need 
quite a lot of cash to do that) and 
having run the investment grade 
bond team at a local edinburgh firm 
for a few years prior to that. greg 
added: “exciting times ahead — 
made more complex by the current 
coViD situation, but hopefully 
in the near to medium term, the 
family and i will be back on the east 
coast.” lastly and most joyously, 
Anthony canale writes, “my wife, 
sandy, gave birth to our sixth child, 
Thomas charles canale, on June 
18th. at birth, Thomas weighed in 
at 9 lbs and 6 oz and was 21 inches 
long. Both my wife and little Thomas 
are doing great, and his five older 
siblings (pasquale, michael, angela, 
gianna, and stephen) are absolutely 
overjoyed with having a new little 
brother.”

1991
nolan shanahan, 
nolan@theshanahans.org

after about 20 years in california 
(the first couple in silicon Valley 
and then in pasadena), Gerard 
Marra and his family are moving 
to south Bend, in. after initially 
working in iT, gerard transitioned 
to cFo/controller roles in the 
auto dealership industry. his 
new position in south Bend is a 
homecoming as both he and his 
wife attended notre Dame. adding 
to the turbulence associated with 
any cross-country move, gerard’s 
10-year-old son was also recently 
diagnosed with cancer, so please 
keep him and the entire marra 
family in your prayers.

1992
mike mccarthy, 
michaeljbmccarthy@gmail.com

1993
Brendan loonam, loonambk@
yahoo.com 

Dan roche, dwroche@gmail.com

1994
Bill Foley, wdfole@gmail.com 

matt guiney, 
mattguiney@hotmail.com

john kuhner checked in from 
upstate new york: “my wife 
catherine and i bought a house in 
alligerville, new york last fall, an 
1803 house which once functioned 
as ‘the John Forbes hotel.’ We’re 
hoping it’s our last house. We have 
some kind of intention to fix it up, 
but as we came here with three 
toddlers, that may not happen 
anytime soon. i usually teach latin 
for the paideia institute in italy 
during the summers, but not this 
summer, so i’ve been writing: some 
freelance writing for scholastic, 
some for the paideia journal in 
medias res, and a column for 
inside the Vatican magazine. We’ve 
also just started an online used 
bookshop called redux Books, a 
latin and greek bookshop which will 
do quarterly sales.”

eddie gamarra ’90 rocking his 
Fauci mask.
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1995
Terence Dwyer, 
dwyerterence@gmail.com

steve mcgrath, 
mcgrath.steve@gmail.com 

John Zadrozny, 
zadrozny@gmail.com

coViD-19 saw the class of 1995’s 
25th reunion postponed until next 
summer. The chicken marsala, 
Paul cummins-led alma mater 
renditions, and page 6 gossip will 
have to wait until 2021. Friends and 
classmates of Guthrie Garvin are 
dismayed to report that guthrie 
had to postpone his wedding to 
claire ogdon until 2021. see you 
in chicago next year pal. For all of 
your lawyer needs, call rob Boller. 
rob accepted the position of partner 
in charge of the new york office 
of Barnes & Thornburg this past 
February. rob made his first order 
of business to physically close that 
office — way to play hard to get rob. 
Best wishes to you all and stay safe 
out there.

1996
michael Boyle, boylemj@gmail.com 

Brian lennon, brlennon@gmail.com

1997
erik netcher, ean3_00@yahoo.com 

scott Moringiello was promoted to 
associate professor with tenure in 
the Department of catholic studies 
at Depaul university. insanely happy 
to report that james short’s son 
aidan will begin at regis in the fall 
as a member of the class of 2024! 
he is the first of hopefully many 
more to come! 

1998
John morris, 
johnpmorris@gmail.com

1999
Tom hein, 
thomas.a.hein@gmail.com 

Brian hughes, 
brianchristopherhughes@gmail.com

neha and karl Lugo welcomed their 
second child, lucía indira, on June 
14 at 2:05 a.m., weighing 5lbs, and 
17 inches long. Though she arrived 
five weeks early, both neha and baby 
lucía are healthy and happy. ishan 
has embraced his new “helper” role 

and is very loving towards his baby 
sister. owen reidy and his wife 
maureen welcomed their second 
child, Theresa halleran, on July 6. 
Theresa joins big sister eileen (2 years 
old) at home in the beautiful Bronx.

2000
Dan aviles, dc.aviles@gmail.com 

James Walsh, 
james.walsh3317@gmail.com

Ariel Perez and his wife maria 
were blessed with the arrival 
of their second child, baby girl 
cassia Kavatsiuk-pérez on July 
13th at chelsea and Westminster 
hospital in london. ariel insisted 
on smuggling her into the us in a 
duty-free popcorn tin so that she 
can run for president in 2056. she 
is currently vetting Vp candidates. 
in June daniel shapiro celebrated 
his 15th anniversary working for 
The Boeing company in their 
commercial aircraft division. among 
his notable successes are leading 
the 737 max team and championing 
a new project: “The spruce goose 
for the 21st century.” This summer 
david Fannon was awarded 
tenure and promoted to associate 
professor of architecture and 
civil engineering at northeastern 
university, where he studies and 
teaches the science and design 
of buildings. although certainly 
influenced by ms. steers (and his 

first client, Fr. Arthur Bender, sj, 
’67) he has not yet assigned his 
students to draw stravinsky upside 
down. For any regians in the Boston 
area, David would be happy to meet 
up once campus reopens

2001
Kevin galligan, 
kevin.galligan@hotmail.com 

michael schimel, 
michael.schimel@gmail.com

Jessica and Phil klay are excited to 
announce that they welcomed their 
third son, lucas ignacio, in april. 
mom and lucas are doing well and 
big brothers adrian and marcos are 
thrilled to have their new brother 
at home. phil is also pleased to 
announce the publishing of his first 
novel, Missionaries, which will be out 
in october.

2002
John hein, john.r.hein@gmail.com 

luigi naguit, jlnaguit@gmail.com

Jillian and rick Fasano, along with 
big sister scarlett, welcomed august 
michael Fasano to the family on 
June 2, 2020. little augie is still 
figuring out the whole “sleep” thing 
but he is a cheerful presence and a 
constant source of joy. Best wishes 
from the expanded Fasano family to 
all! paula and Anthony deFrancesco 
welcomed their first child, Katherine 

cesira, into the world on June 7, 
2020. on June 28, after churches 
reopened, Fr. anthony andreassi, 
c.o., graciously made the trek from 
Brooklyn to yonkers to baptize 
antonella margaret, daughter of 
Victoria and john Hein, at st. John 
the Baptist church. it was a reunion 
of sorts, as Victoria and John were 
parishioners of the church of the 
assumption of the Blessed Virgin 
mary, where Fr. andreassi serves 
as a parish priest, during their one-
year sojourn in Brooklyn heights. 
Both John and Fr. andreassi were 
baptized at the same baptismal font 
at st. John’s, and both Victoria and 
John (in 2017) and Fr. andreassi’s 
parents (in 1967) married there. 
michelle and chris Elms finished 
their assignments in islamabad for 
the state Department in august. 
after two years in pakistan, they’ll 
spend a year in Washington, Dc 
learning Burmese before heading to 
rangoon next summer. Tim McGinn, 
an attorney in miami, Florida, is 
now a partner at gunster, yoakley & 
stewart, p.a. Tim specializes in civil 
and probate litigation.

2003
Bennett chan, 
bennett.c.chan@gmail.com 

Will marra, Will.marra@gmail.com 

nick nikic, 
nicholas.nikic@gmail.com

left: paula and anthony DeFrancesco ‘02 welcomed Katherine cesira on June 7.

right: regis principal Fr. anthony andreassi, c.o., with Victoria and John hein ‘02 at the baptism of their daughter antonella margaret 
on June 28.
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jonathan Barsa and his wife maria 
welcomed their second daughter, 
sage Frances Barsa, on october 
14, 2019. jean-claude desrosiers 
and his wife elizabeth Foley 
welcomed their son William michael 
Desrosiers on the last day of June 
2020. Big brother elijah is excited 
to teach his little bro all about 
trucks. meanwhile, Dad is conjuring 
arguments to persuade mom to 

move back to new york, so — god 
willing — the boys may one day 
have the opportunity to become 
regians. suggestions are welcome, 
and prayers are appreciated. god 
bless. william Marra and his wife 
erin welcomed their first son, 
maxime Dean marra, into the world 
on July 10, 2020. heeding his new 
york and arkansas heritages, max 
looks forward to transitioning from 

a milk-based diet to one of pizza 
and grits.

2004
chris seneca, 
christopherseneca@gmail.com

Matthew Murtagh and his wife, 
Kalene Dehaut, welcomed seamus 
enrico on July 22, 2019.

2005
John calhoun, 
johnccalhoun87@gmail.com 

evan o’Brien, 
evanjobrien@gmail.com

2006
Dan Denicola, 
dan.denicola@gmail.com 

ed Walsh, 
walsh.edward.t@gmail.com

2007
Jimmy Burbage, 
jhburbage@gmail.com

Tully mcloughlin, 
tully.mcloughlin@gmail.com

several members of the class of 
2007 are happy to announce the 
fulfillment of a long-standing birth 
pact dating back to the halcyon 
days of 2006. rob Brochin and 
his wife sara welcomed their son 
samuel edward Brochin into the 
world on may 28. jay jay Loftus 
and his wife andrea welcomed their 
son iain Fortunato loftus into the 
world on July 15. Five days later on 
July 20, jimmy Burbage and his 
wife mary alaina welcomed their 
son James Jeffrey Burbage into the 
world. Finally, on July 28, Tim de 
santa’s wife genelle Diaz-silveira 
gave birth to their first child Theo 
Jesse De santa at Valley hospital in 
ridgewood, nJ! Theo’s middle name 
was given in honor of Tim’s big 
sister, Jess, who passed away from 
breast cancer this past December. 
Tim and genelle hope Baby Theo 
will be inspired by his aunt Jess’s 
legacy of love, compassion, and the 
joy of life! These new fathers have a 
long way to go before catching up to 
rob wyllie, who, along with his wife 
christine are expecting their fourth 
child in the fall! additionally, this 
past December, rob successfully 
defended his doctoral thesis entitled 
“Beyond envy: spinoza’s solution to 
an ancient political problem.” he 
hopes to teach at the college level. 

his family is exceedingly proud of 
his productivity these past few years!

2008
nick Domino, ndomino@me.com 

John Wachowicz, 
jwachowicz90@gmail.com

2009
phil gillen, philipmgillen@gmail.com 

Justin hunte, 
janthonyhunte@gmail.com

christian monsalve, 
chris.monsalve@gmail.com

ryan Glassman married carly 
porath on november 9, 2019 at The 
Whitby castle in rye, ny. ryan and 
carly were thrilled to host a sizable 
regis contingent at their wedding 
and are extremely thankful to have 
such good friends in the regis crew 
and their significant others.

2010
Tim leddy, timothy.leddy@gmail.com 

aidan Tansey, 
aidan.p.tansey@gmail.com

on January 3, 2020, Fr. andreassi 
married Tc weinlandt to Kendall 
post in the regis chapel..

2011
robert hausen, 
robertjhausen@gmail.com 

ed Kelly, ed.joseph.kelly@gmail.com

2012
evan lumbra, 
evan.lumbra@gmail.com 

Joe pollicino, 
jap242@georgetown.edu

emily and Alex Pisano welcomed 
their second child, John mario pisano, 
on may 15th, 2020. congratulations!

2013
hao lam, hao.c.lam@gmail.com

2014
Warren Thimothe, 
warrenthimothe@gmail.com

2017
george pazos, 
georgepazos17@gmail.com 

2018
nicholas Drury, 
ndrury@villanova.edu

Top: Tim De santa ’07 and his wife, genelle Diaz-silveira, welcomed their first 
child, Theo Jesse De santa, on July 28.

Bottom: christine and rob Wyllie ’07 are expecting their fourth child this fall. 
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ocToBEr

14 Virtual Freshman Parent 
reception 
Virtual cocktail reception with 
Fr. lahart

16 Virtual jUG night 
annual alumni reception held 
digitally this year

Due to the coViD-19 pandemic, many regis events have been 
reimagined or rescheduled. please visit regis.org/events for 
the most up-to-date information.

17 Virtual Grandparents day 
2020 
mass and program with Fr. 
lahart

noVEMBEr

11 Virtual deo et Patriae 
reception 
honoring all who gave at the 
order of the owl level.

events Calendar
For more information on upcoming events, visit regis.org/events

Milestones

wEddinGs
Peter rivera ’75 to lynn Behrendt 
in august 2019

ryan Glassman ’09 to carly porath 
on november 9, 2019

Tc weinlandt ’10 to Kendall post 
on January 3, 2020

dEATHs
john P. Mccall ’45 
on may 22, 2020

Peter j. Masella ’47 
on may 28, 2020

joseph j. Griffin ’49 
on october 22, 2019

jacob j. Hiel ’49 
on June 27, 2020

william j. kearney ’49 
on January 12, 2020

Peter Hamill ’53 
on august 5, 2020

john Mcdonnell, jr. ’55 
on march 1, 2020

Angelo j. Lopano, M.d. ’57 
on may 18, 2020

rev. robert Astorino ’61 
on June 25, 2020

George konikowski ’63 
on april 23, 2019

douglas j. Grady ’68 
on may 9, 2020

charles s. detrizio ’84 
on June 27, 2020

 
in our previous issue, we incorrectly reported 
the date on which William J. Kearney ’49 
passed away. We regret the error.

BirTHs
Thomas charles on June 18, 2020 to 
sandy and Anthony canale ’90

lucía indira on June 14, 2020 to 
neha and karl Lugo ’99

Theresa halleran on July 6, 2020 to 
maureen and owen reidy ’99

cassia Kavatsiuk-perez on July 13, 2020 to 
maria Kavatsiuk and Ariel Perez ’00

lucas ignacio in april 2020 to 
Jessica and Phil klay ’01

Katherine cesira on June 7, 2020 to 
paula and Anthony deFrancesco ’02

august michael on June 2, 2020 to 
Jillian and rick Fasano ’02

sage Frances on october 14, 2019 to 
maria and jonathan Barsa ’03

William michael on June 30, 2020 to 
elizabeth Foley and 
jean-claude desrosiers ’03

maxime Dean on July 10, 2020 to 
erin and william Marra ’03

seamus enrico on July 22, 2019 to 
Kalene Dehaut and Matthew Murtagh ’04

samuel edward on may 28, 2020 to 
sara and rob Brochin ’07

James Jeffrey on July 20, 2020 to 
mary alaina and jimmy Burbage ’07

Theo Jesse on July 28, 2020 to 
genelle Diaz-silveira and Tim de santa ’07

iain Fortunato on July 15, 2020 to 
andrea and jay jay Loftus ’07

John mario on may 15, 2020 to 
emily and Alex Pisano ’12

Top: carly porath and ryan glassman ‘09 celebrated their wedding alongside a large 
contingent of regians, including: paul gorynski ‘09, conor Dwyer ‘09, Tom mcKenna 
‘09, Joe lumley ‘09, mike agresti ‘09, nick Thomas ‘09, pat Fasano ‘09, Brendan 
graham ‘09, rob Betz ‘09, chris insana ‘09, James sayer ‘09, Joe schade ‘09, Tim 
steinmetz ‘09, chris schaller ‘09, and John Wynne ‘09.

Bottom: The January 3, 2020 marriage of Tc Weinlandt ’10 and Kendall post in the regis 
chapel performed by Fr. andreassi.  left to right:  Jeff Weinlandt ’64, Kendall post, Tc 
Weinlandt ’10, lynne Weinlandt, Will Weinlandt ’10.
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